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THE UNIVERSITY Of NEW MEXICO
f ACUlTY SENATE
1996-97
At:tDERSQN SCHOOLS OE MAHAGEMENI

1AW

•Joseph ChamJX>UX (Spring 1997 only - to cany
out Shama's term)
Raul de Gouvea (Spring 1997 only replacing Richard Reid)
*Avarham Shama (on sabbatical Spring 1997)

Scott Taylor

MEDICINE
1996-98
1995-97

ARtl:l llEOURE a PLAH NING
MeteTuran

1996-97

ARTS a. SCIENCES
James Boone (AnthroJX>logy)
Laura Crossey (Earth & Planetary Science)
Helen Damico (English)
Patrick Gallacher (English)
John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences)
Th_o~as Hagstrom (Mathematics & Stats)
Wilham Johnson (Biology)
Wanda Martin (English)
Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures)
Jo~th_an Porter (History)
Christine Sauer (Economics)
Holly Waldron (Psychology)
Sh~an Wilcox (Linguistics)
Melvin Yazawa (History)

1996-98
1996-98
1996-98
1995-97
1995-97
1996-97
1995-97
1996-97
1995-97
1996-98
1996-98
1996-98
1996-97
1996-98

William Buss (Pharmacology)
William Dail (Anatomy)
Tom DeCoster (Orthopaedics)
Kurt Fiedler (Neurology)
(Replacing Russell Snyder)
Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry)
Deborah Graham (Health Science Lib)
Peggy Kelley (Surgery)
Christine Nathe (Dental Hygiene)
Philip Reyes (Biochemistry)
Stephanie Ruby (Cell Biology)
Gloria Sarto (Obstretics & Gynecology)
H. Joseph Spaeth (Radiology)
Nicole Touchet (Fam & Comm Med)
Carolyn Voss (Medicine)
Gerald Weiss (Physiology)

NURSING
Sandra Schwanberg

PHARMAC'l
Ernest Dole

lDYCAIIOti
Vi~tor Delclos (Indiv Family & Comm Educ)
Elizabeth Nielsen (Education Specialties)
Lore~ Serna (Education Specialties)
Paulme Turner (Indiv Family & Comm Educ)

1995-97

1995-97
1995-97
1996-98
1996-98

Pl46UlIU La ADMINISI RAIIQN
Mario Rivera

1996-9
1995-97
1995-97
1995-97
1996-9
1996-97
1995-97
1996-9
1996-9
19%-9
1995-97

1996-9

1996-9

1996-9

UNIYERSIJY COLLEGE
No Representative

lliGltiHRltiG

;rui Gahl (Elec

& Computer Engr)

N:g~ Luger (Computer Science)
H ~J Magotra (Elec & Computer Engr)
· Enc Nuttall (Chem & Nuclear Engr)

~ d u r (Art & Art Histoiy)
Lavender (Theatre & Dance)

~
Jane Bruker

Nancy Ziegler

~

Paul Weiss

1996-98
1995-97
1996-98
1996-98

1996-98
1995-97

1995-97
1996-98

1996-98

VALENCIA
Michelle Diel

AI LARGE
Steven Block (Music)
Alok Bohara (Economics)
Diane Dotts (Gallup)
Jaime Grinberg (Education)
Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art & Art History)
Craig Kelsey (Physical Perf & Development)
Donald Neamen (Electrical & Comp Engr)
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry)

Updated 8/96, 11/96, 2/97, 3/97

19%-9

19%-97
19%-9
19%-9
19%-9
19%-9
1995-97
1995-97
1996-9

The Faculty Senate meeting was called to order at 3:35 p.m., on April 8, 1997, in the
Kiva. Senate President Beulah Woodfin presided.
Senators present: James Boone (Anthropology), William Buss (Pharmacology) ,
William Dail (Anatomy), Helen Damico (English), Michelle Diel (Valencia), Kurt Fiedler
(Neurology), Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry), Deborah Graham (Health Sciences
Library}, John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Thomas Hagstrom
(Mathematics & Statistics), William Johnson (Biology), Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art &
Art History}, Peggy Kelley (Surgery}, Craig Kelsey (Physical Performance &
Development), Larry Lavender (Theatre & Dance), George Luger (Computer Science),
Neeraj Magotra (Electrical & Computer Science), Wanda Martin (English), Christine
Nathe (Dental Hygiene), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Jonathan
Porter (History}, Richard Reid (Anderson), Philip Reyes (Biochemistry), Stephanie
Ruby (Cell Biology}, Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing), Scott Taylor (Law), Pauline Turner
(Individual, Family & Community Education), Holly Waldron (Psychology), Paul Weiss
(General Library), Sherman Wilcox (Linguistics), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry)
Senators absent: Margery Amdur (Art & Art History), Jane Bruker (Gallup), Tom
Decoster (Orthopaedics), Raul de Gouvea (Anderson), Diane Dotts (Gallup) , John
Gahl (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Jaime Grinberg (Education), Donald
Neamen (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Elizabeth Nielsen (Education
Specialities), Mario Rivera (Public Administration), Mete Turan (Architecture &
Planning), Carolyn Voss (Medicine), Gerald Weiss (Physiology), Nancy Ziegler
(Gallup)
Senators excused: Steven Block (Music), Alok Bohara (Economics), Joseph
Cha.mpoux (Anderson), Laura Crossey (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Victo'. Delclos
(Individual, Family & Community Education), Ernest Dole (Pharmacy), Patrick
Gallacher (English}, Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Gloria Sarto.
(Obs~retics & Gynecology), Christine Sauer (Economics), Loret~a Serna (Edu~t1on
Spe~1~1ities), Joseph Spaeth (Radiology), Nicole Touchet (Family .& Community
Med1c1ne), Melvin Yazawa (History), and ex-officio Senate Operations member, Harry
Llull (General Library)
Gu~sts present: Jerome Hall (Civil Engineering), David Kauff~an (School of
Engineering}, Alexis Kerschner (Daily Lobo), Margaret Mactav1sch (Taos Branch), .
Robert Migneault (General Library), Alyse Neundorf (Gallup), Walter ~utnam (Foreign
languages & Literatures), John Roberts (Sociology), Helen Zongolow1cz (Gallup
Branch)
1
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1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The ~ge_nda was a~opted after amending agenda item #5 to reposition the Student
Publications Committee from the Faculty Senate Committees list to the FacultyStudent Committees list.
2. APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES (March 11, 1997)
The summarized minutes for the March 11 , 1997 meeting were approved as
presented.
3.

SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Senate President Beulah Woodfin reported on the following:

•

The Faculty Senate is keeping the faculty informed on various issues. Three
meetings have been scheduled for this month.
An American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU)
sponsored video conference on the New Public University on April 10, 1997,
11 a.m. -1 p.m. , Woodward 131 and Centennial Science & Engineering
Library.
A joint American Association of University Professors (AAUP) UNM
Chapter/Faculty Senate meeting with Vice President David Mc Kinney
budget issues, April 15, 1997, 3 p.m, SUB Room 2318.

on

An open forum presented by the Faculty Senate Community Education
Committee on the Western Governors' University (WGU) and distance
education in general on April 29, 1997, 3:30 p.m., Woodward 163.

•

Copies of a letter received from Mrs. Millie Pogna, member, State Board of
Education, were distributed to Senators at this meeting. The letter is in
response to the resolution on the teaching of evolution in the public schools
adopted by the Faculty Senate on October 8, 1997. Mrs. Pogna states in her
letter that "The state board did not eliminate the study of evolution and did not
sanction the inclusion of creationism. Evolution has never been included in
New Mexico's Educational Standards." The letter included guidelines on
student performance and benchmark's standards regarding science evolution
as theory.

Senate President Woodfin said if Senators wish they could discuss this issue
further at the May meeting or via the Faculty Senate listserv.

•

Last week, the Faculty & Staff Benefits Committee (FSBC) approved a change
2

in the coverage for health insurances. Insurance premiums from insurers this
year have significant increases. UNM is already paying the statutory
maximum on insurance premiums for its employees. The FSBC was faced
wit~: 1) the decision of passing the increase in premiums to the employees,
which would have meant a reduction in take home pay or, 2) increasing the
co-payment from $5 to $10. The FSBC opted to increase the co-payment on
the HMOs, effective July 1, 1997. It should be noted that an employee would
have to make 13 visits to a physician before the increased co-payments will
have equaled the increased premiums. The insurance premiums for PPOs and
indemnity plans from all providers will increase significantly. Information on
insurance premiums will be available during the open enrollment periods for
UNM employees.

•

The Faculty Senate Operations Committee hand delivered to President Peck
the resolution passed by the Faculty Senate on February 25, 1997 calling for
reaffirmation of the University's commitment to faculty tenure. President Peck
indicated his enthusiastic support of the resolution, but has not yet made a
public announcement. The Senate Operations Committee will follow up with
the President for a public statement on this issue.

•

The Post-Tenure Review Policy was discussed recently by the Senate
Operations Committee and the Regents' Academic/Student Affairs Committee.
A negotiated comprise to the wording changes previously made to the policy
by the Regents was reached at this meeting. On Apri l 11, 1996, the Board of
Regents amended the policy passed by the Senate on February 13, 1996. The
principal amendment made by the Regents was to change " ... the chair may
initiate such a review with the concurrence of 2/3 of the tenured faculty in a
department" to " ... the chair may initiate such a review with the concurrence
of a majority of the tenured faculty in the department or the concurrence of the
dean." The agreements reached at the recent meeting of the Senate
Operations Committee and the Regents' Academic/Student Affairs Committee
are that the Faculty Senate will concede to the ".. . concurrence of a majority
of the tenured faculty ... ", btit-and the Regents will compromise on "... or the
concurrence of the dean." This issue will be placed on the May agendas for
the Faculty Senate and the Board of Regents.

•

Proposed changes to the Faculty Senate bylaws will be presented at the May
~eeting. A proposed amendment is for the election ?fa presiden_t-~lect,_
instead of a vice-president for the Operations Committee. f>:- prov1s1on .~111 be
included that when the president-elect succeeds to the presidency pos1t1on, the
new Senate will have the opportunity to ratify that decision.

•

The Development Office has begun a campaign for beautification of UNM's

3
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campus by planting 100 new trees in carefully selected locations. For a gift of
$250, a tree can be purchased to honor a special person. The Senate
Operations Committee has decided to sponsor a tree in honor of former
University Secretary, Anne Brown. Contributions toward the purchase of that
tree will be accepted by the Senate Operations Committee.

4.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Provost William C. Gordon was unable to attend this meeting due to other pressing
commitments.

5.

CHANGES TO SENATE COMMITTEE CHARGES
Changes to Faculty Senate and faculty-student committee charges were presented
to the Senate for approval from the respective committees. The Senate discussed
and took action on the recommended changes.
Amendments approved by voice vote of the Senate are shown in strikeout and
shadowed fonts in the committees' descriptions below:

Community Education Committee. The Community Education Committee has
responsibility for advising the Academic Vice President ProvosWiee President for
Academic Affairs and the Faculty Senate concerning the development and
maintenance of university-wide community education/outreach programs, including
those delivered off-campus by electronic means. Not included are professional
continuing education delivered by the Law School and Medical Center. The
committee shall also be concerned with the policy, scope, program development,
internal impact, and external impact of community education/outreach programs of
the University as well as other matters pertaining to the operation of community
education/outreach programs.
(Ten faculty members and no more than two from the same school or college,
nominated by the Faculty Senate; three branch members, one representative
from each Branch Campus; one student member appointed by GSA GPSA;
and four community representatives recommended by the Academic Vice
President ProvosWiee President for Academic Affairs and approved by the
Faculty Senate. Ex-officio members shall be the ProvosWice President for
Academic Affairs the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Dean of
Continuing Education, and directors of outreach services ~r their
.
representatives. The chairperson is elected by the Committee at the first
meeting of the fall semester and shall be a faculty member.)
I

Computer Use. After discussion the Senate tabled by voice vote the proposed
revised charge for this committee'. The Senate would like the committee chair, Eric
Nuttall, to address concerns regarding the broadening of th~ scope of_ the
committee to include administrative computing, and academic computing. Senator
4

Paul Weiss proposed the committee specifically include a faculty representative
from the General Library due to increasing interactions between the Computing
Center and the Library.

Curricula. After discussion, the Senate tabled by voice vote, further discussion on
the changes to this committee's charge until the May meeting. Chair Shapiro will
be asked to present a formal proposal regarding changes to the committee's
membership. Committee chair, Henry Shapiro, has indicated the committee should
expand its membership, however, he has not made a precise recommendation.
Chair Shapiro is concerned that the College of Arts and Sciences has only two
representatives. He feels it would be appropriate to compartmentalize
representation to include membership from the natural sciences, social sciences,
and humanities. Senator Paul Weiss recommended that since the Curricula
Committee no longer conducts periodic reviews of instructional units and programs
that it be deleted from the committee's charge. Periodic reviews are conducted by
the Senate Graduate Committee.
Faculty Ethics & Advisory. The Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee shall
advise and consult with the President of the University, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, or the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure regarding
action to be taken, if any, where a faculty member or a graduate, teaching,
research or project assistant in the course of his or her instructional or researchrelated duties is accused of unethical behavior as defined by the Statement of
Professional Ethics (Appendix V). The committee shall also familiarize itself with
the Statement on Professional Ethics. (See Sec. 22, Policy on Academic Freedom
and Tenure.) The committee may decide that a complaint fall outside It mandate

Ind decline to investigate,

(Seven Faculty members nominated by the Faculty Senate Ind one graduate
student appointed by the Graduate 1nd Professional Students A oclation,

Members of the Committee shall serve for overlapping, two-year terms. The
chairperson shall be elected each year by the Committee and shall be a
tenured faculty member. In the event that a graduate stud~nt is a~used_of
tmethieal behavior as defined by the Statement of Professional Ethics, with the
eoncurrence of the accused, a graduate student, appointed by the Gradu~te
Student Association shall serve on the committee, but only for those meetings
or parts of meetings during which a graduate student's behavior is being
eonsidered.)

Faculty & Staff Benefits. The Faculty and Staff Benefits Committee shall review
?urrent University benefits--including, but not limited to, th_
e _r~tirement_~nd
insurance plans and health care--and investigate the feas1b1hty of ad~1t1onal
benefits as may occur to the committee or be sugge~t~d to the committee: The
committee shall then recommend changes in, or add1t1ons to, these benefits. Other
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units within the University will not create separate benefits committees.
Sev~n faculty members nominated by the Faculty Senate; five staff members,
nominated by the Staff Council; two staff members nominated by the Union;
and the following ex-officio members: Olrector of Faculty Contrlctl (nonvoting), Unlverslty of New Mexico retiree (voting), the Vice President for
Business and Finance, the Associate Controller for Payroll, and the Associate
Director of Human Resource Services. The chairperson shall be elected by
the voting members of the committee. It is understood that faculty and staff
from specialized fields may be invited to provide information and advice as
required.)

Library. The Library Committee meets regularly to formulate policies for the
General Library, normally working with the Dean and library staff. Responsibilities
include but are not limited to: (1) review and evaluation of the budget; (2) liaison on
Library matters with the College Deans, departmental representatives, and the
faculty at large; (3) monitoring acquisitions; and (4) long-range planning.
Recommendations by the Committee will be made to the Dean of Library Services
and/or to the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The chairperson of the Library
Committee will make an annual report to the Faculty Senate reviewing its major
activities, including a list of recommendations made and actions taken. A copy of
this report will be sent to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
(Fifteen faculty members, nominated by the Faculty Senate, with three
members each from (1) humanities and fine arts [English, philosophy, hi tofy,
journalism, modem and classical languages, foreign languages and Uterlt\.n ,
Spanlsh and Portuguese, American studies, art, music, theatre arts], (2) social
sciences and business and administrative sciences [anthropology, economics,
geography, history, linguistics, political science, sociology, communication,
management]; and two members each from (3) sciences [biology, chemistry,
communicative disorders, geology, physics and astronomy, psychology], (4)
engineering, mathematics and architecture, (5) College of Education; and one
member each from the (6) College of Nursing, (7) General Library, (8) and a
branch campus. Also two undergraduate students and two graduate students
appointed by ASUNM and GSA, respectively. Ex officio: the Dean of Library
Services. The terms of office shall be for three years, set up on a staggered
basis so that terms of five members will expire each year. The chairperson is
elected by the Committee in the first meeting of each academic year.)

Research Allocations. The Research Allocations Committee supervises and
al_locates the Faculty Research Fund. The committee shall c?mmunicate and _meet
with the Vice President f-or Academic Affairs or the Vice President f-or Academic
Affairs'-Assoctate Provost for Research or his/her designated representatives.
T~ey shall formally meet at least oore monthly during fall ~nd sprin~ semesters to
discuss the availability and allocation of funds. The committee receives requests

6

from faculty members for grants-in-aid, determines faculty eligibility for grants from
the fund and the amount of such grants, and appraises the merits of proposed
research projects as well as the productivity of the applicants. At the last meeting
each year, the Committee shall elect a chair. The chair shall remain active through
the summer session. The chair or a designated representative shall convene the
initial meeting of the new committee.
(Ten members nominated by the Faculty Senate; of these ten, at least one
shall be selected from each of the following seven areas; physical sciences-chemistry, geology, mathematics and statistics, physics and astronomy; life
sciences--biology, nursing, pharmacy, psychology; social sciences-anthropology, "business and administrative sciences", economics, geography,
history, law, political science, sociology; engineering--all departments of the
College School of Engineering; education--all departments of the College of
Education; humanities--architecture, English, journalism, modem and classical
languages, foreign languages and Uteratum, Spanish and Portuguese,
philosophy, communication and fine arts--all departments of the College of
Fine Arts.)

Scholarship, Prizes and Loans. The University Committee on Scholarships,
Prizes, and Loans has responsibility for fon'nulatlng and oversHlng the
Implementation of general policies governing the granting allocation of aid to
ltudenta whenever policy is not stipulated by the granting agency or governed by
precedent and custom. tt 11 expected that In 1Hklng to maintain falme and

continuity In the aUocatlon of aid to students, and In sHklng to Identify students'
funding needs, the committee wm seek Input from the Scholarship Office, the
Student Financial Aid Office, and from other university offices and administrators
Whose duties Include the recruitment and retention of students. The Committee will
make an annual report to the Faculty Senate on policy Initiative and decisions
related to the granting of aid, prizes, and loans handled by the Scholarship Office
Ind the Student Financial Aid Office. This report should be given each November
to cover preceding fiscal year. The committee will also advises the Bdirecto~ .of
the Scholarship Office and the Student Financial Aid Office on any-matte~ which
he presents, brought to the committee by member& of the UNM community,
evaluates budgetary policy in the Student Academic Affairs d.ivision, and advi~es
both the Vice President for Student Affairs and the Vice President for Academic
Affairs on these matters.
(Ten faculty members, including chairperson, nominated by the Faculty Senate
from at least six colleges; one representative from a branch campu ., two
student members appointed by ASUNM; one student member appointed by
GSA; also the Dean of Students, the Director of Development, the Dean of the
University College, an Assistant Director of Admissions, the Director for
Student Accounting Services, a representative from Out~ Sert ce (non
voting), and the Director of Student Financial Aid, ex officio.
7
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Undergraduate. The Undergraduate Committee is responsible for maintaining and
enhancing the quality of undergraduate education in the University and its
branches by (1) presenting to the Faculty Senate recommendations concerning
general policies for undergraduate education, including policies on the creation
and termination of undergraduate degrees and programs; (2) considering
proposals regarding administrative or academic regulations which affect the overall
undergraduate program; (3) interviewing, or designating appropriate faculty
members to interview prospective instructors for the University ROTC programs;
(4) reviewing policy questions concerning undergraduate counseling and
advisement programs; and (5) developing and implementing a process f-or periodic
review of undergraduate programs participating together with members of the

Curricula and Graduate Committees, in periodic reviews of instructional units and
programs; and (6) developing and implementing a proceu of periodic review of
undergraduate programs. not included in the graduate review process.
(Seventeen faculty members, including the chair, nominated by the Faculty
Senate; four from the Colleges of Arts & Sciences, two each from the Colleges
of Education and Engineering, and one each from the School of Architecture
and Planning, the College of Fine Arts, the General Library, the School of
Management, the College of Nursing and the College of Pharmacy; also, one
representative from each branch college.)
The Faculty Senate voted affirmatively by voice vote to charge the Senate
Operations Committee:
•

To review committee descriptions for full representation from the branch
campuses on committees where branch campus representation is required,
and to make the appropriate changes in the committees' charges.

•

To make appropriate title and name changes in the committee(s) description
wherever a change has occurred.

•

To edit the new committee description submitted by the Student Union Board
for grammatical errors and request that it be rewritten in the proper format.

After discussion, the Senate approved by voice vote the recommended changes to
the following faculty-student committees. Approval of the amendments to the
committee charges is also needed by the appropriate student organizations.

Student Publications Board provided by the Constitution of the Associated
Students of the University of New Mexico, is publisher of the student publications,
Conceptions Southwest, Best Student Essays and the Daily Lobo. As such the
Board has the ultimate responsibility for the content and financial integrity of the
student publications. In addition, the Board has the authority to determine policy, to
8
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select the editors, to assure the editorial freedom of these publications and to
assure that these publications serve the students of the University of New Mexico,
subject to the statutory and constitutional authority placed in the Board of Regents.
(Two faculty members nominated by the Faculty Senate; one ASUNM senator
selected by the ASUNM Vice President; two undergraduate students selected
by the ASUNM President; one undergraduate student elected by all journalism
majors under election procedures to be determined by the ASUNM Senate and
approved by the Publications Board; one graduate student selected by the
GSA GPSA President; one staff person or administrator selected by the
University President; and one journalist who is otherwise unaffiliated with the
University, who shall be selected by the President of the New Mexico Press
Association; also all editors and business managers of student publications ex
officio, without vote. The chairperson is elected by the Committee.)

Student Union Board. The function of the Student Union Board is to formulate
policies for the operation of the Union, as per the Union Board's Constitution and
Bylaws.

Review and approve the schedule of charges prepared by the Director of the Union
for use of the SUB's facilities, Establish policy with the Director of the Union for
use of the SUB's faciUtles by students, faculty, alumni, employees of UNM and the
members of the community of Albuquerque, Participate on a search committee
when the position of Director of the SUB Is to be filled, Secondarily, the Board
shall serve to represent the Interests of Its constituent groups, Review the annual
budget of the SUB, Remain continuously Informed of the services and financial
operations of the SUB, and maintain records of this Information for Its constituent
groups and future board members, Serve to promote student Involvement In the
activities and operations of the SUB In recognition of the unique position of
students as primary users of the SUB's facllltles and programs.
( The Senate approved the intent of the above description pending edits for
grammatical errors and proper formatting.)
(Two faculty members nominated by the Faculty Senate In the Spring to serve
two-year overlapping terms, one to be appointed each year; the President of
the University or his/her designee; the Dean of Students or his or her
designee; three two undergraduate students and one graduate student
appointed for overlapping terms, two to be appointed each year at-large
student members· the President of the Associated Students of the University
of New Mexico or' designee; the President of the Graduate and Profenlonal
Student Association or designee; one student senator appointed by the
ASUNM Student Senate in the spring to serve to the following academic year
by Incoming student vice president; an alumnus or alumna appointed In the
9
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Spring by the Alumni Executive Board Anocia Pmldent; and the Director of
the Student Union, executive secretary without vote non-voting, ex-officio
member.)

6.

DEPARTMENTALIZATION OF ANDERSON SCHOOLS (Form C)
The Senate approved by voice vote the request for administrative restructuring
from the Anderson Schools of Management. This request asked Senate approval
to reorganize the Anderson Schools of Management around academic
departments. Although submitted on a Form C, the Curricula Committee did not
consider the request for action by the committee because the request had no
curricular implications. Senate President Woodfin noted the departmentalization
is working well for the Anderson Schools.

7.

FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
The following curricular requests presented from the Curricula Committee were
discussed and acted on by the Senate. All requests were approved pending
correlation with the core curriculum as approved by the Faculty Senate at its
January 28, 1997 meeting.
The request for approval of a revision of a degree in Sociology/Criminology was
tabled at the March 11, 1997, Faculty Senate Meeting due to concerns regarding
the acceptance of a grade C- in the catalog description for this minor. After
discussion, the Senate agreed the grade C- issue should be dealt with university
wide, and not specifically with this request. The Senate proceeded to approve by
voice vote the following curricular request:
•

Revision of degree/minor Sociology/Criminology

After discussion, the Senate approved by voice vote the following curricular
requests:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revision of degree-BS in Civil Engineering (Civil Engineering)
Revision of degree-BS in Construction Engineering (~i_vil En_gine~ring)
Revision of degree-BS Construction Management (C1v1I Engineering)
Revision of major-BS in Athletic Training -Physical Performance &
Development (College of Education)
.
Revision of major-BS in Exercise Science - Physical Performance &
Development (College of Education)
.
.
Revision of major -BS in Physical Education - Physical Performance &
Development (College of Education)
.
. .
.
Revision of minor-Family Studies:Human Services - lnd1v1dual, Family &
Community Education (College of Education)
.
.
Revision of major-Family Studies:Child Development & Family Relations IO
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lndi~i~ual, Fa~ily & C~mmuni~y Education (College of Education)
Rev1s1on of maJor-Fam1ly Studies: General Family Studies -Individual Family &
Community Education (College of Education)
'
Revision of degree-AA in Early Childhood Multicultural Education - Valencia
Minor program revision-Early Childhood Multicultural Education Certificate Valencia
Revision of certificate--Early Childhood Multicultural Education Certificate Gallup
Revi~ion of degree-AA in Early Childhood Multicultural Education - Gallup
Deletion of degree-AAS in Paraprofessional in Early Childhood Education Gallup
Revision of degree-Associate of Arts in Early Childhood Multicultural
Education - Taos
Revision of certificate-Certificate in Early Childhood Multicultural Education Taos

The Senate approved by voice vote the following request after changing the word
"relative" to "relevant" in the mission statement for this new major:

•

New major-Family Studies:Human Services - Individual, Family & Community
Education (College of Education)

Senator Paul Weiss expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of organization of
information and proposed changes presented by some departments in their Forms
C packets.

8.

UNM BOOKSTORE & TEXTBOOK ISSUES (FOLLOW UP TO RESOLUTION
FROM 12-10-96 FACULTY SENATE MEETING}
At the request of the Senate on December 10, 1996, a task force chaired by
Senator Deborah Graham investigated textbook prices charged by the UNM
Bookstore. Senator Graham thanked Professor Pam Olson (Education) and her
students, and Professor Fran Wilkinson (General Library) for their assistance in
this project. Senator Graham checked a variety of publishers and types of books
from a list of 4,000 book titles handled by the UNM Bookstore. Senator Graham
met with Doug Johnston, Associate Bookstore Director, and contacted the
American Association of College Stores during her investigation.
Senator Graham explained the procedure used by publishers to sell textbooks.
Although there are no specific guidelines on charging fo~ t~xtb?oks, the
.
.
?<>mplicated pricing system used by publishers causes d1ff1cult1es for the uni.vers1ty
1n setting textbook prices. Bookstores may be able to buy books at lower prices
when ordering in smaller lots. However, the UNM Bookstore has to be able to
guarantee that it can get all the 4,000 textbooks it current!~ handles. Some of
these textbooks are hard to obtain due to the textbooks being out of stock, out of
11
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print, or outdated editions. Some publishing companies charge set costs for
books. If a uniform markup is applied to the set cost of textbooks to cover
operational costs this sometimes results in bookstores selling above list price. The
UNM Bookstore was over list price 31 % of the time, was right at list price 12% of
the time, and was below list price 57% of the time.
Senator Graham informed the Senate that the Task Force determined that the
Bookstore did not intentionally overcharge students for textbooks. However, the
perception of most students and faculty is in direct opposition to this. The
Bookstore has made a commitment not to sell books over the list price, and asked
to be notified when a textbook is found that is marked over the list price. Senator
Graham said information on textbook prices could be obtained through the Internet
from the Amazon Bookstore, the world's largest bookstore.
Senator Graham stated that since "perception is the reality" it is important to get
the message across that UNM does care about its students and about textbook
costs.

9.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
1) Professor Charlie Steen (History) reported that the Admissions and
Registration Committee has found that raising admission standards would
result in a 14% decline in freshman enrollments. This would be financially
devastating to UNM at this time, therefore, it is being recommended that
implementation of rising standards for freshman be suspended.
2)

Senate President Woodfin announced the Interim Policy for Centers and
Institutes at UNM document is to be presented to the Senate at its May
meeting. Copies of the policy were distributed to Senators for their review
before the May 13, 1997 meeting.

10. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.
Approved by:

Respectfully submitted by:

~&'u/

~·)J aMJ/

~oodfin
Faculty Senate President

Mari A. Ulibarri
Administrative Assistant Ill
Office of the University Secretary
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The University of New Mexico
Office of the Secretary

Scholes Hall IOI
Albuquerque, NM 87 I 31-3386
(505) 277-4664

March 26, 1997

TO:

Faculty Senators

FROM:

Beulah Woodfin, Faculty Senate President

SUBJECT:

Changes to Committees' Charges & Forms C for Action at April 8, 1997
Senate Meeting

Proposed changes to Senate Committees' charges and Forms C to be reviewed prior
to the next Senate meeting are being forwarded to you at this. Please bring this
packet with you to the April 8, 1997 meeting.
CHANGES TO COMMITTEES' CHARGES
p. 1
p. 2
p. 3

p. 4
p. 5
p. 6

p.
p.
p.
p.

7
8
9

10

p. 11

Faculty Senate Committees:
•
Community Education
•
Computer Use
•
Curricula
•
Faculty Ethics & Advisory
•
Faculty & Staff Benefits
•
Library
•
Research Allocations
•
Scholarship, Prizes and Loans
•
Student Publications
•
Undergraduate
Facuity-Student Committee:
Student Union

FORMC
pp. 12-17

Administrative restructuring-Anderson Schools ofManagement

FORMS C
pp. 18-19

Tabled Item: (from 3-11-97 Faculty Senate Meeting)
•

Revision of degree/minor Sociology/Criminology

New Items:
pp. 20-24
pp. 25-29
p. 30-31

Revision of degree-BS in Civil Engineering (Civil Engineering)
Revision of degree-BS in Construction Engineering (Civil Engineering)
Revision of degree-BS Construction Management (Civil Engineering)

CONTINUE ON REVERSE
Faculty Senate
Beulah w
OOdfin, President

Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure
John L. Omdahl, Chair

Committee on Governance
Gilbrn Mcrkx, Chair

Staff Council
Terry Wood. President

Commencement
Information Line
(505) '.!77-6586

37 '.1
p.

35

•

p.

36

•

p.

37

p.

38-51

pp. 52-55
p.

56-60

pp. 61-63
pp.
pp.
pp.
pp.
p.
p.
p.

64-75
76-81
82-85
86-91
92
93
94

.
.
.
.
.
..
.
..•
.

Revision of major-BS in Athletic Training-Physical Perfonnance & Development (College of
Education)
Revision of major-BS in Exercise Science - Physical Perfonnance & Development (College of
Education)
Revision of major -BS in Physical Education - Physical Perfonnancc & Development (College of
Education)
New major-Family Studies:Human Services - Individual, Family & Community Education (College of
Education)
Revision of minor-Family Studies:Human Services - Individual, Family & Community Education
(College of Education)
Revision of major-Family Studies:Child Development & Family Relations - Individual, Family &
Community Education (College of Education)
Revision of major-Family Studies:General Family Studies -Individual, Family & Community Education
(College ofEducation)
Revision of degree-AA in Early Childhood Multicultural Education - Valencia
Minor program revision-Early Childhood Multicultural Education Certificate -Valencia
Revision of certificate-Early Childhood Multicultural Education Certificate - Gallup
Revision of degree-AA in Early Childhood Multicultural Education - Gallup
Deletion of degree-AAS in Paraprofessional in Early Childhood Education - Gallup
Revision of degree-Associate of Arts in Early Childhood Multicultural Education - Taos
Revision of certificate-Certificate in Early Childhood Multicultural Education - Taos

The agenda packets for the April 8 meeting will be distributed next week.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, AND COMPOSITI

OF STANDING COMMITI'EES

(Revised through April, 1995)
Community Education Committee. Th ommunity Education Committee has responsibility
for advising the Academic Vice President oncerning the development and maintenance of
university-wide community education/outreach programs, including those delivered off-campus by
electronic means. Not included are professional continuing education delivered by the Law
School and Medical Center. The committee shall also be concerned with the policy, scope,
program development, internal impact, and external impact of community education/outreach
programs of the University as well as other matters pertaining to the operation of community
education/outreach programs.
(Ten faculty members and no more than two from the same school or college, nominated by
the Faculty Senate; three branch members, one representative from each Ilranch Campus; one
student member appointed by GSA; and four community representatives recommended by
the Academic Vice President and approved by the Faculty Senate. Ex-officio members shall
be the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Dean
of Continuing Education, and directors of outreach services or their representatives. The
chairperson is elected by the Committee at the first meeting of the fall semester and shall be a
faculty member.)
I
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Date: Fri, 25 Oc t 1996 1 3 :57:31 -06 00 (MDT)
From: H . Eric Nuttall <rH;ttall@unm . edu>
To: bwoodf in@MEDUSA. UNM. EDU
subject : cue commit tee charge

~

7 ..:·

Dear Prof . Woodfin:
10ur committee has voted to change our charge .

The new charge is given below :

*****************************************************************

THE U!H VERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FUNCT IONS, DUTIES, AND COMPOSITION OF STANDING COMMITTEES
· (Revised through October , 1996)

The Compuler Use Committee, in coopera t ion with Comput er and Information
, Resources and Technology (CI RT), is advisory to the office of the
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs on al l matters relating to
computing information. Through communication with the academic units, it
represent s the needs and concerns, particularly of the academic community,
for computing resources. Its purview includes, but is not limited to,
articulation of needs, advocacy of innovative and effective i nstruct ional
I
. , active participat i on in planning, advise on computing budgets,
compu t ing
recommendation for priorities and liaison with academic as well as
administrative computer users . The Committee reports to t he Facu lty S~nate
through regular procedures and submits a yearly report to the Senate.
(Fi fteen members of the faculty nomina t ed by the Faculty Senate;
one member of the Research Policy Committee selected by the committee; t wo
undergraduate and two graduate students appointed by ASUNM and GPSA
respectively . Ex-officio non -voting members shal l include the Assoc iate
Provost for Research, the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs, and
the Associate Vice President for Compute r and Informati on Resources and
Technology . The chairperson is elected by the committee . )
** ************************************ *** ******** **

Please let me know if you need further informat ion .
Kind Regards,

I! . Eric Nuttall

Chair cue

l
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---------- Forwarded message---------Dale: Wed, 05 Mar 1997 08:42:30 -0700 (MST)
From: Henry Shapiro <shapiro@cs.unm.edu>
To: bwoodfin@MEDUSJ\..UNM .EDU
Subject : Curriculum Corrunittee Charge

1
'

:
!
.

'

i

I think it is fine. You might want to review the membership since medicine
has reorganized itself, university college isn't what it was a number of
years ago (currently the director of the BUS program, Barry Gaines, is on
the commit tee), possibly A&S should have more members/ input .
All in all I think the corrunittee works well, but only when the chairman
puts in a lot of effort, since there is just too many course changes
around here and the corruni ttee would get buried with work if the chairman
•didn 't screen the forms.
Also note that the Faculty Senate violated the charge of this corrunittee
some years back when it established the corrunittee on core curriculum outside
the standard framework -- this is not a complaint related to my petition;
I'm just pointing this out for future reference.

'
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---- - ---- - Forwarded message-- -- - ----Date: Wed, 04 Dec 1996 10: 01: 16 -0700 (MST)
From : Beulah M. Woodfin <bwoodfin@MEDUSA . UNM . EDU>
To: john p gluck jr <jgluck@unm.edu>
Subject : Re: Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee
John:
Dean you provide me with the wording of the revised charge as it
would appear in the Handbook. This will be a great help. Please send a
copy to Mari Ulibarri in the University Secretary's office, as well.
CJThanks .
Beulc.1h
~

Tue, 3 Dec 1996, john p gluck jr wrote:

? Beulah:
> DThe committee reviewed the mission statement and handbook
> procedures at a recent meeting .
Two changes were recommended for
> consideration:
> !)Graduate Student member.
It was felt that graduate stud ents shou ld b e

> present at all meetings except where they had a direct conflict .

In this

~ sense they were available to discuss policy and provided a perspective
> valuable to conflict deliberations. (sec 22, pg B- 10)
> 2)Refusal of requests for investigation . It was felt that such refusal
> should be by the vote of the committee and not the descretion of the
> chair even when a meeting is inconvenient (sec 22, a,ii, pg B- 10 ) .
> Dsorry for the delay.
I'm certain you have heard all the excuses .

Thanks for the reminder.

> John
>
>D
>
>

18
The University of New Mexico
Counseling, Assistance and Referral Service (CARS)
1800 Mesa Vista NE
Albuquerque, NM 87 I 31 - I 02 I
Tckphone (505) 277-6868
FAX (505) 277-6880

To:

Beulah Woodfin
Faculty Senate President

From:

Kari Ward Karr, Chair/FSBC

Subj:

Revision to FSBC Information in Faculty Handbook

Date:

10/9/96

In regards to the information in the Faculty Handbook that you have sent to me pertaining toe officio members of the Faculty Staff Benefits Committee, there should be two ex-officio
additions. One would be the Director of Faculty Contracts, and the other ex-officio member
would be a University of New Mexico retiree. Currently these positions are held by ally Meyer
and Zella Bray, respectively.
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DEC O4 1996

November 17, 1996

Changes made to charge for Faculty Senate Library Committee, October 28 , 1996:
In paragraph on committee membership:
replace: "modern and classical languages" with "foreign languages" and "Spanish and
Portuguese"
place "history" in group (1) "humanities and fine arts"
insert comma after "communication,"
insert semi-colons after "management]" and after "College of Education"
insert "(8)" after "General Library," and before · ~ a branch campus."

TI-TE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, AND COMPOSITION OF STANDING COMMITfEES
(Revised through April, 1995)

Research Allocations Committee. The Research Allocations Committee supervise, ~~~le_

'),)
(

~cu!nl}esear~unib-r~:~ shall comm~nicate. and m~et wit1t'ti1e \lice__
ca
1~ankQE
Vic.
f o ~ ' designated
representatives. They shall formally ~at!wLe!lce during fall and spring semesters to discuss
the availability and allocation of fund .
{~ittee receives requests from faculty members
for grants-in-aid, determines faculty e i ibility for grants from the fund and the amount of such
grants, and appraises the merits of proposed research projects as well as the productivity of the
applicants. At the last meeting each year, the Committee shall elect a chair. The chair shall
remain active through the summer session. The chair or a designated representative shall convene
the initial meeting of the new committee.
(Ten members nominated by the Faculty Senate; of these ten, at least one shall be selected
from each of the following seven areas; physical sciences--chemistry, geology, mathematics
and statistics, physics and astronomy; life sciences--biology, nursing, pharmacy, psychology;
social sciences--anthropology, "business and administrative sciences", economics, geography,
history, law, political science, sociology; engineering--all departments of the College of
Engineering; education--all departments of the College of Education; humanities-architecture, English, journalism, modern and classical languages, philosophy, communication
and fine arts--all departments of the College of Fine Arts.)

{!_
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December 3, 1996

(/JMM~~

TO: BeulahWoodfin
FROM: Larry Lavender vv
l
RE: New draft of Committee description

My committee met today and here is a revised new draft of the committee
description. Please disregard the November 19 draft.

The lsh.i s usity Committee on Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans has
responsibility for formulating and overseeing the implementation of policies
and procedures governing the allocation of aid to students whenever policy i
not stipulated by the granting agency. It is expected that in seeking to
maintain fairness and continuity in the allocation of aid to students, and in
seeking to identify students' funding needs, the committee will seek input
from the Scholarship Office, the Student Financial Aid Office, and from other
university offices and administrators whose duties include the recruitment
and retention of students. The Committee will make an annual report to the
Faculty Senate on policy initiatives and decisions related to the granting of aid,
prizes, and loans handled by the Scholarship Office and the Student Financial
Aid Office. This report should be given each November to cover the preceding
fiscal year. The Committee will also advise the directors of the Scholarship
Office and the Student Financial Aid Office on matters brought to the
committee by members of the UNM community, evaluate budgetary policy in
the Student Affairs division, and advise both the Vice President for Student
Affairs and the Vice President for Academic Affairs on these matters.
Beulah, the rest of the existing information dealing with who is a member, is fine
as is, except that it might be nice to add a representative from Outreach Services
to the ex-officio list.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, AND COMPOSITION OF STANDING COMMITTEES
(Revised through April, 1995)

1
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The Student Publications Board, provided by the Constitution of the Associated Students of (J3P J/
the University of New Mexico, is publisher of the student publications, Conceptions Southwest" ) S
.J.. Y
and the Daily Lobo. As such the Board has the ultimate responsibility for the content and
:J
[s f .:j "J .5
financial integrity of the student publications. In addition, the Board has the authority to
determine policy, to select the editors, to assure the editorial freedom of these publications and to
assure that these publications serve the students of the University of New Mexico, subject to the
statutory and constitutional authority placed in the Board of Regents.
(Two faculty members nominated by the Faculty Senate; one ASlJN1\{ senator selected by
the ASUNM Vice President; two undergraduate students selected by the ASUNM President;
one undergraduate student elected by all journalism majors under election procedures to be
determined by the ASUNM Senate and approved by the Publications Board; one graduate
student selected by the GSA President; one staff person or administrator selected by the
University President; and one journalist who is otherwise unaffiliated with the University,
who shall be selected by the President of the New Mexico Press Association; also all editors
and business managers of student publications ex officio, without vote. The chairperson is
elected by the Committee.)

/J'
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MEMO
University of New Mexico
Department of Physics and Astronomy
TO:

Beulah Woodfin
Faculty Senate President

FROM:

Michael G o l d ~
Chair, Faculty Senate Undergraduate ·committee

DATE:

October 15, 1996

SUBJECT: Revised Committee charge

The Undergraduate Committee met on October 11 and unanamously agreed
that the committee charge should be ammended to replace item (5) and add add
item (6) as follows:
(5) participting together with members of the Curricula and Graduat Committees, in periodic reviews of instructional units and programs; and (6) developing an I
implementing a process of periodic review for undergraduate program not in ludecl
in the graduate review process.

cc: Undergraduate Committee

' 84

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, AND COMPOSITION OF STANDING COMMITTEE

Student Union Board. The function of the Student Union Board is to formulate policy
for the operation of the Union, as per the Union Board's Constitution and Bylaws.
Review and approve the schedule of charges prepared by the Director of the
Union for use of the SUB's facilities. Establish policy with the Director of the
Union for use of the SUB's facilities by students, faculty, alumni employees of
UNM and the members of the community of Albuquerque. Participate on a
search committee when the position of Director of the SUB is to be filled .
Secondarily, the Board shall serve to represent the interests of its constituent
groups. Review the annual budget of the SUB. Remain continuously informed of
the services and financial operations of the SUB, and maintain records of this
information for its constituent groups and future board members. erve to
promote student involvement in the activities and operations of the UB in
recognition of the unique position of students as primary users of the UB ' s
facilities and programs.
Two faculty members nominated by the Faculty Senate in the Spring to serve
two-year overlapping terms, one to be appointed each year; the President of the
University or his/her designee; the Dean of Students or his/her designee; two
undergraduate students and one graduate student at-large student members; the
President of the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico or
designee; the President of the Graduate and Professional Student Association or
designee; one student senator appointed from the ASUNM Senate in the pring to
serve for the following academic year by incoming student vice president. An
alumnus or alumna appointed in the Spring by the Alumni Association President;
and the Director of the Student Union.

fdcsub.doc/walter/subbd
3/21/97

@

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

UNIT PAF.PARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

Date:.__F_e_b_r_u_a_ r -=y_2_2....:;.,_1_9_ 9_7_ __

A11lgnedby
A11oclate Provost
for Academic Alfalra

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

277-6148

Dean,

CIP CODE

Smith

Howard

8 5

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

(Title, posijion, telephone number)

:a
~

CD

c::·
CD

a.

Anderson Schools of MGT
(Depanment/Oivlsion/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

This form is for ____N_A
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

O
O

Name of New or Existing Program

NA

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) - - - - - - - --

·-·- ·- ·-category
·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-· - ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·Mark appropriate
NEW:

0

Degree
Type

Major

REVISION OF:

Undergraduate
degree only

0
0
0
D
0

Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

o·

Department

• See New Units policy Guidelnes book
available from the Provost's Office.

DELETION:

D
D
D
D
D
D

NAME CHANGE:

D
D
D
D
D
D
0

•

Ill

a
iii

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

.~
3

Tl

....0

(/)
0
:3"

CD

a.

£.

5·
(0

m
:::,
CD
....CD
a.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

0Ill

or

This is a request for administrative restructurin g only

0

!8..

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

See Attached
library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
~udget~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
No_ _x
11 oes this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes
E Yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?
(attach statement)
ffective Date of Proposed Change: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
- ·- · - ·

Semesler

Year

Req I - · - ·Department
- · - · - · - · -Chairperson
· - · - · - · - · - · - · - · - · - · - · - · - · - ·~
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·· - · -- · · -· -· -· -· -·Slgnua,red
Date:
- · -urea:
Dean of Library Services (If necessary)
!',)A
Date: - -- - - - - -

CIRT (If necessary)

e=

t,j('\

College Curriculum Committee

(If necessary)

College or School Faculty (If necessary)

NA
~

Date: - - - - - - - Date: - - - - - - - Date:

l-/ 2-l-) YI

College or School Dean/Director of Instruction

:'

Date:

FS Graduate Committee

_

Date: - - - - - - - -

(If

applicable)

m
:::,
CD
....CD
a.
~

__

FS Curricula Committee
Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _

@)

Date: - - - - - - - Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: - - - - - - - -

I

0

:::
,r
CD
0

z

~

The University of New Mexico

:. 1: .. ,. , ..... -

The Rohen 0. Anderson School
and Graduate School of Management
Olfa:c of the Dean
Albuqui:rquc, NM 87131-1221
Tdcphone (505) 277-6-n I
FAX (505) 277-03-1-1

~
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FEB 2 5 7997

TO:

Dr. Beulah Woodfin, President, UNM Faculty Senate

FROM:

Howard Smith, Anderson Schools of Management ~

DATE:

2/21/97

SUBJECT:

Departmentalinition of the Anderson Schools

Attached is a Form C requesting Faculty Senate approval to reorganize the Anderson Scl10 Is
of Management around academic departments. After discussing the matter with Associate Provo t
Richard Holder, the application is being submitted directly to you with the request that it be considered
by the Faculty Senate Operations Committee. Provost Gordon and the Faculty Senate Operations
Committee had considered the Anderson Schools of Management petition to convert to departments
last spring. They subsequently requested a reassessment by the faculty in Spring Semester 1997. That
process was completed on January 12, 1997 when the faculty reaffirmed departmentalization by a vote
of 31 yes; 3 no; and 1 abstention.
It is important to underscore that no curriculum changes are required and that no additional
costs will be incurred by the Schools over their previous Area configuration.
I would be pleased to discuss the request with the appropriate decision-making body(ies) as
you deem necessary.
Thank you for your assistance with this application.

/1111:c

Attachment

@
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Administrative Restructuring of the Anderson Schools of Management
Background
For 55 years the faculty of the Anderson Schools of Management used a consensus-based
governance approach with an Area administrative configuration. This structural model succeeded due
to the relative small number ( <20) of faculty. In the mid 1980's the Schools experienced ubstantial
growth with a doubling of the faculty. Until January 1996 the faculty maintained the Area
administrative structure despite complex problems associated with internal operations. In December
1995 the Schools experienced a reaccreditation visit by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB). The AACSB had adopted a far-reaching set of new and challenging standard
that emphasized mission-based processes. The Anderson Schools were unable to comply with several
of the standards. Consequently, on January 19, 1996 the faculty of the Anderson Schools of
Management met to consider reorganizing into academic departments as a means to address
accreditation processes and other operating issues.
After the Anderson Schools of Management faculty had voted on January 22, J996 co appr ve
a department structure, the revised governance approach was presented to the Provo t and the Faculty
Senate Operations Committee for approval. The Faculty Senate requested that the Ander on cho I
faculty implement the structure and then reassess its effectiveness in Spring 1997. The faculty met for
ten minutes on February 7, 1997 to discuss the permanent change and subsequently voted on February
12, 1997 in favor (31 yes; 3 no; 1 abstention) of departmentalization. Although many factor may
explain this overwhelming vote of approval, it should be noted that the AACSB revisited the ch ol
on January 23-24, 1997 and lauded the faculty for its progress. The new departmental configuration
was viewed by the accrediting team as instrumental in this achievement.
Plan for Departmentaliz.ation
The faculty will be divided into four Departments as follows:
•

Department of Accounting
Professors Addington, Chwastiak, Dillard, Elliott, Hamill, Mauck,
Oakes, Preston, Togo, Joni Young, Yuthas

•

Department of Finance, International and Technology Management
Professors Finkelstein, Grant, Schatzberg, Simonson, Vora; Bann i ter, Coes,
de Gouvea; Banbury, Hendricksen, Kassicieh, Radosevich

•

Department of Organizational Studies
Professors Champoux, Corzine, Hood, Muller, North, Rehder; Dry, Log don,
Oberman, Parkman, Porter, Sarason, Smith, Joh n Young

•

Department of Marketing, Information and Decision Sciences
Professors Baker, Hazier, Rogers, Shama; Bose, Buller . Burd,
Laurie Schatzberg; Ravinder, Reid, Schultz, Yourst ne
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The preceding departmental plan condenses seven Areas into four Departments.
Regarding the committee structure of the Schools, the followi ng plan will be used:
•

The Appointments, Promotion and Tenure Committee will remain. The APT
Committee will continue to make pertinent faculty recommendations to the Dean.

•

The Curriculum and Programs Committee and the Policy and Planning Committee
will be reconfigured consistent with four Departments. A Department Chair will
act as chair and ex-officio (i.e., non-voting) member of the Curriculum and
Programs Committee. A Department Chair will act as chair and ex-officio (i.e.,
non-voting) member of the Policy and Planning Committee. Each Department will
nominate one faculty member to serve on each committee.

•

The Research Allocations Committee and Entrance and Credits Committee will be
eliminated. The Curriculum and Programs Committee will function as the
Entrance and Credits Committee.

The Department Chairs will have authority and responsibility commensurate with ocher
University Department Chairs. Included within their purview will be the following deci ions and
issues pertinent to their Department(s):
Student issues; advising and waivers, complaints, faculty oversight of profes ional
clubs/associations, etc.
• Annual faculty reviews of their Department faculty
• Salary recommendations on Department faculty to the Dean
• Faculty development planning
• Faculty hiring planning
• Hiring part-time/adjunct instructors
• Course and instructor scheduling
• Department budgeting
• Department resource allocations: computer equipment, summer research grant ,
teaching enhancement grants, research enhancement grants
• Check approvals
• Ex-officio chairing committees
• Department Chair Council participation
• Planning: Overall Schools planning, Department planning, Program planning
• Tenure and promotion recommendations on behalf of the Depa~tment
• Faculty participation: graduation, special events, School commmees, Program
committees, open houses
• Articulation
• Event participation
•

The Department Chairs will form and attend a Council with the Dean and ~ss~ciate Dean .. Although
Department Chairs are responsible for representing their Departments, their pn~ary funcnon as
Participants on the Council is to further Schools-wide interests. The Scho )Is will revere. to one
Associate Dea n (NB
· Aca dem1c
· Year 1996-1997 the budget has precluded an Ass c1ate Dean).
.... m

----

@

Budget Implications
There is no net additional cost in salary, courses releases, or other costs for the shift to
Department Chairs compared to the Area Coordinator structure which is being replaced . The salary
expenditures were made equivalent by reducing the number of Associate Deans from two to one under
the Departmental configuration. The course release requirements were made equivalent by having the
Chairs assume an ex officio role on the Schools' committees (an assignment that faculty normally
fulfilled in return for a course release).
During Academic Year 1996-1997 the Anderson Schools began to shift toward Departmental
budgets. Specifically, allocations were made for various overhead expenses (e.g., copying, telephone,
postage, express mail), research and teaching enhancements, merit salary increases, and travel
expenses. Nonetheless, it did not appear prudent to move completely toward Departmental budgets
until after Faculty Senate approval had been obtained. This decision has also provided time t
incrementally design and implement intelligent decentralized budgeting. We anticipate that this
process will continue during Academic Year 1997-1998 albeit with increasing speed and progress.
There are no resource implications for CIRT, Parish Library or the main Zimmerman Library
because there are no curriculum changes.
Curriculum Implications
Degree requirements have not changed nor are they anticipated to change except for nonadministrative reasons normally associated with curriculum changes. This is an admini trative
restructuring rather than a curriculum restructuring.
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MEMO
February 13, 1997
To :

ASM Faculty

From:

Allen Parkman, Chair, ASM APT Committee

Subject:

Ballot on Governance Structure

Mary Cromer and I counted the votes on the motion made at the February 7 faculty
meeting:
Moved: The Anderson Schools of Management faculty do
hereby adopt without modification the departmentalization
governance structure approved by fa~ulty vote on January 22,
1996.
The vote was
Yes
No
Abstain

31
3
1

From the desk of:
Allen M. P~kman
Regents' Professor of Management ·
~obert ~- Anderson Schools of Management
ie University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Telephone:
(505) 277-5222
~ax: .
(505) 277-7108
-niaiJ:
parkman@anderson.unm.edu
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Attachment lB

Major in Criminology
The Department will accept the grade of C- in required and elective courses in the Criminology
major and minor as .counting toward graduation but requires that the student achieve a minimum
GPA of2.00 in the Criminology major or minor and a 2.00 overall GPA. A cumulative GPA of
2.25 or better in all courses completed is required for regular admission to the criminology major.

Reason( s) for Request.. ...

According to the University catalog, a grade of"C" means satisfactory. The Sociology faculty
believe that students whose typical perfonnance in the major is "satisfactory" should be allowed
to graduate.
Also, the changes would bring the Criminology requirements more in line with the requirements
of most other A & S departments.
Note: The catalog does not explicitly define C-. The Sociology faculty take the position that a Crepresents a grade at the bottom of the "satisfactory" range. Thus, this level of performance in
some particular course or courses should not disqualify the student from graduation.

@
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TiiE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

CIVIL ENGINEERING

February 10, 1997

To:
Faculty S e ~ a t·culum Committee
~
From: J. W. Hall
Re:
Course an curricula changes
Last Spring, a faculty committee in the Department of Civil Engineering thoroughly reviewed
the department's construction programs with the specific intent of improving the construction
management curriculum to comply with recommendations of the accrediting agency. The
changes, which affected BS programs in both construction management and construction
engineering, were approved by the faculty senate in December.
The department's Curriculum Committee recently completed a review of the two engineering
programs offered in the department. The goals of this review were to identify subject matter
that might be overemphasized or underemphasized and to explore opportunities for bringing
the curricula closer to those offered by CE departments at peer institutions. The changes
described below meet these goals, satisfy the requirements of the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET), and decrease the hours required for the Civil and
Construction Engineering programs from 135 hours to 131 hours.

Surveying
The department currently requires all its students to take a pair of 2-hour surveying courses,
CE 28 lL and CE 282L. While it is essential that our graduates have an understanding of
surveying principles, the necessary material can be covered in a restructured, 3-hour course,
described in the attached materials as CE 2831. In the past we have offered CE 28 lL in the
Fall and CE 282L in the Spring, and each has attracted 40-45 students. Because the
department has a limited amount of surveying equipment, students had to work in large teams
and did not fully benefit from the laboratory experience. We propose to teach CE 283L
every semester with classes of 20-25, thus enhancing the laboratory experience. Due to the
very specialized nature of surveying and the equipment needs, it is not taught at the branch
campuses. Since CE 282L was formerly a prerequisite for CE 382, the prerequisite for CE
382 will be changed to CE 2831. Toe net effect of this ~hange on our BS ~rograms in Civil
Engineering, Construction Engineering, and Construction Management, 1s to decrease the
number of hours required for graduation by l.
Physics 262
In the past students in the department's two engineering programs have taken the three
course phy,sics sequence 160, 161, and 262. The subject matter of Physics 262 (optics,
Phone (505) 27 ~ . FAX (505)277-1988

(3j/
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modem physics) has less relevance to civil and construction engineers than to other
engineering disciplines. Toe department's civil engineering program currently has an excess
number of hours in math and science and can afford to drop Physics 262 as a required
course; however, students may elect to take this course as a technical elective. Toe
department's construction engineering program currently has the nwnber of math and science
hours required by the accrediting agency, but ABET is effectively requiring that these
students take mathematics through differential equations as well as probability and statistics.
For the construction engineering program, therefore, dropping Physics 262 will be
accompanied by the addition of Math 345. Since ABET permits probability and statistics
to count as both a math/science course and a management course, the management elective
in the senior year will also be dropped. The net effect for both civil and construction
engineering is to decrease the number of hours in the program by 3.
Soil Mechanics and Structural Analysis
Structural Analysis, CE 308L, has been taught with three hours of lecture and a
computational laboratory. Toe 4-credit course has been difficult to schedule and the faculty
involved in teaching the course have recommended the deletion of the laboratory portion,
reducing the course to three hours. At the same time, the Soil Mechanics course, CE 360L,
is currently taught with two hours oflecture and a three-hour laboratory. The instructors for
this course believe that the amount of time allocated for lecture is insufficient to cover the
technical material in sufficient depth. They recommend that the course be changed to 4
credits (3 lecture, 3 hrs lab), returning it to the format used prior to 1992. The combination
of these two changes will not affect the number of hours required for graduation in the
engineering programs.
Construction Management
Replacing the two surveying courses with the new, 3-credit CE 283L will reduce the number
of hours in the BS program in construction management program to 127. The University
requires that students complete 128 hours. The department's construction faculty
recommend that students take the I-credit Construction Internship course (CE 495) twice.
This will provide students with a broader exposure to the industry. A Form A, allowing
students to take the course twice, is attached.
Changes in Overall Curricula
. . .
.
.
The current and proposed curriculum sheets for undergraduate degrees m c1VIl eng_meenng,
construction engineering, and construction management are attached to the respechve Form
Cs.
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UNM DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING (131 hrs)
Student# 123-45-6789
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-
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-
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-
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CIVIL ENGINEERING (131 hrs)
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

February 10, 1997

Se:aat

·culum Committee
To:
Faculty
From: J. W. Hall
~
Re:
Course an curricula changes
Last Spring, a faculty committee in the Department of Civil Engineering thoroughly reviewed
the department's construction programs with the specific intent of improving the construction
management curriculum to comply with recommendations of the accrediting agency. The
changes, which affected BS programs in both construction management and construction
engineering, were approved by the faculty senate in December.
The department's Curriculum Committee recently completed a review of the two engineering
programs offered in the department. The goals of this review were to identify subject matter
that might be overemphasized or underemphasized and to explore opportunities for bringing
the curricula closer to those offered by CE departments at peer institutions. The changes
described below meet these goals, satisfy the requirements of the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET), and decrease the hours required for the Civil and
Construction Engineering programs from 135 hours to 131 hours.
Surveying
The department currently requires all its students to take a pair of 2-hour surveying courses,
CE 28 lL and CE 282L. While it is essential that our graduates have an understanding of
surveying principles, the necessary material can be covered in a restructured, 3-hour course,
described in the attached materials as CE 283L. In the past we have offered CE 281L in the
Fall and CE 282L in the Spring, and each has attracted 40-45 students. Because the
department has a limited amount of surveying equipment, students had to work in large teams
and did not fully benefit from the laboratory experience. We propose to teach CE 283L
every semester with classes of 20-25, thus enhancing the laboratory experience. Due to the
very specialized nature of surveying and the equipment needs, it is not taught at the branch
campuses. Since CE 282L was formerly a prerequisite for CE 382, the prerequisite for CE
382 will be changed to CE 283L. The net effect of this ~hange on our BS ~rograms in Civil
Engineering, Construction Engineering, and Construct10n Management, 1s to decrease the
number of hours required for graduation by 1.
Physics 262
In the past, students in the department's two enginee~g programs have _taken the ~ee
course physics sequence 160, 161, and 262. The subJect matter of Physics 262 (optics,
Phone ( 505)277~FAX (505)277-1988
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modem physics) has less relevance to civil and construction engineers than to other
engineering disciplines. The department's civil engineering program currently has an excess
number of hours in math and science and can afford to drop Physics 262 as a required
course; however, students may elect to take this course as a technical elective. The
department's construction engineering program currently has the number of math and science
hours required by the accrediting agency, but ABET is effectively requiring that these
students take mathematics through differential equations as well as probability and statistics.
For the construction engineering program, therefore, dropping Physics 262 will be
accompanied by the addition of Math 345. Since ABET permits probability and statistics
to count as both a math/science course and a management course, the management elective
in the senior year will also be dropped. The net effect for both civil and construction
engineering is to decrease the number of hours in the program by 3 ..

Soil Mechanics and Structural Analysis
Structural Analysis, CE 308L, has been taught with three hours of lecture and a
computational laboratory. The 4-credit course has been difficult to schedule and the faculty
involved in teaching the course have recommended the deletion of the laboratory portion,
reducing the course to three hours. At the same time, the Soil Mechanics course, CE 360L,
is currently taught with two hours of lecture and a three-hour laboratory. The instructors for
this course believe that the amount of time allocated for lecture is insufficient to cover the
technical material in sufficient depth. They recommend that the course be changed to 4
credits (3 lecture, 3 hrs lab), returning it to the format used prior to 1992. The combination
of these two changes will not affect the number of hours required for graduation in the
engineering programs.
Construction Management
·
Replacing the two surveying courses with the new, 3-credit CE 283L will reduce the number
of hours in the BS program in construction management program ,to 127. Th~ University
requires that students complete 128 hours. The department s construcnon faculty
recommend that students take the I-credit Construction Internship course (CE 495) twice.
This will provide students with a broader exposure to the industry. A Form A, allowing
students to take the course twice, is attached.

Changes in Overall Curricula
. . .
.
.
The current and proposed curriculum sheets for undergraduate degrees m c1V1l eng.meenng,
construction engineering, and construction management are attached to the respecnve Form
Cs.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

February 10, 1997

To:
Faculty S e ~ a t·culum Committee
From: J. W. Hall
~
Re:
Course an curricula changes
Last Spring, a faculty committee in the Department of Civil Engineering thoroughly reviewed
the department's construction programs with the specific intent of improving the construction
management curriculum to comply with recommendations of the accrediting agency. The
changes, which affected BS programs in both construction management and construction
engineering, were approved by the faculty senate in December.
The department's Curriculum Committee recently completed a review of the two engineering
programs offered in the department. The goals of this review were to identify subject matter
that might be overemphasized or underemphasized and to explore opportunities for bringing
the curricula closer to those offered by CE departments at peer institutions. The changes
described below meet these goals, satisfy the requirements of the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET), and decrease the hours required for the Civil and
Construction Engineering programs from 135 hours to 131 hours.
Surveying
The department currently requires all its students to take a pair of 2-hour surveying courses,
CE 28 lL and CE 282L. While it is essential that our graduates have an understanding of
surveying principles, the necessary material can be covered in a restructured, 3-hour course,
described in the attached materials as CE 283L. In the past we have offered CE 281L in the
Fall and CE 282L in the Spring, and each has attracted 40-45 students. Because the
department has a limited amount of surveying equipment, students had to work in large teams
and did not fully benefit from the laboratory experience. We propose to teach CE 283L
every semester with classes of 20-25, thus enhancing the laboratory experience. Due to the
very specialized nature of surveying and the equipment needs, it is not taught at the branch
campuses. Since CE 282L was fonnerly a prerequisite for CE 382, the prerequisite for CE
382 will be changed to CE 283L. The net effect of this ~hange on our BS ~rograms in Civil
Engineering, Construction Engineering, and Construction Management, 1s to decrease the
number of hours required for graduation by 1.
Physics 262
In the past students in the department's two engineering programs have taken the three
course phy,sics sequence 160, 161, and 262. The subject matter of Physics 262 (optics,
Phone ( 505 ) 27 7 ~ • FAX (505)277-1988
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modern physics) has less relevance to civil and construction engineers than to other
engineering disciplines. The department's civil engineering program currently has an excess
number of hours in math and science and can afford to drop Physics 262 as a required
course; however, students may elect to take this course as a technical elective. , The
department's construction engineering program currently has the nwnber of math and science
hours required by the accrediting agency, but ABET is effectively requiring that these
students take mathematics through differential equations as well as probability and statistics.
For the construction engineering program, therefore, dropping Physics 262 will be
accompanied by the addition of Math 345. Since ABET permits probability and statistics
to count as both a math/science course and a management course, the management elective
in the senior year will also be dropped. The net effect for both civil and construction
engineering is to decrease the number of hours in the program by 3.

Soil Mechanics and Structural Analysis
Structural Analysis, CE 308L, has been taught with three hours of lecture and a
computational laboratory. The 4-credit course has been difficult to schedule and the faculty
involved in teaching the course have recommended the deletion of the laboratory portion,
reducing the course to three hours. At the same time, the Soil Mechanics course, CE 360L,
is currently taught with two hours oflecture and a three-hour laboratory. The instructors for
this course believe that the amount of time allocated for lecture is insufficient to cover the
technical material in sufficient depth. They recommend that the course be changed to 4
credits (3 lecture, 3 hrs lab), returning it to the format used prior to 1992. The combination
of these two changes will not affect the number of hours required for graduation in the
engineering programs.
Construction Management
Replacing the two surveying courses with the new, 3-credit CE 283L will reduce the number
of hours in the BS program in constmction management program ,to 127. The_ University
requires that students complete 128 hours. The department s construction faculty
recommend that students take the I-credit Construction Internship course (CE 495) twice.
This will provide students with a broader exposure to the industry. A Form A, allowing
students to take the course twice, is attached.
Changes in Overall Curricula
. . .
.
.
The current and proposed curriculum sheets for undergraduate degrees m civil eng_meermg,
construction engineeiing, and construction management are attached to the respective Form
Cs.
·

UNM DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (128 hrs)
Name: Proeosed Curriculum
Transfer Hours Accepted:

:J)~W~1lii~:/l·::;;.;;;J

Student# 123-45-6789

CcJ-c1~~ CDf)~

If}~ . .i/ ·;:~;:~; ~-·:·;. ~\~~~/~\~~:::.;;:~-;;:·~:. . . :. :~(\;.:. .

Fall

~tl1

~

r~~l~:.\}::~..:t.:.:t ~\ ... :~·. .)J

::.:::::-=···:.... ..

Spring

,~~~11~ll?ltiJii\tlftt{tt!ifu1.l\\1/l?.~l

FRESHMAN YEAR
Cr
Chem 121L General Chem/Lab
180

Math

Elements of Cale I

4
3

Gr

101

Comp I: Exposition

3
-

EngrF 122

Intro Engr Methods

3

Engl

H&SS

-

0

-

3
-

Cr

Pts
Math

181

Elements of Cale II
General Physics

0

Phys

151

0

cs

151L Comp Prag Fund/Lab

0

Engl

102

Comp II: Analys & Arg

0

Psych

105

General Psychology

Pts

3

0

3
3
-

3

3

0
0
0

-

0

0

0.00

0

Gr

0.00

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Cr
285

CE

283L Trans System Measure

Construction I

CE/Arch Elect
I Cl .' )

Econ ·200

~(\\y ~

!'r\ ~ ~'-1..}'lf'.'5\°'f'. U:.O

,Ae,ples

ro

Hum ele

-

Cr

Pts
219

Technic~ Writing
.
\'.,"~ I l(..i \J~ ~'-\W:.9'\,1...5
PFiAeiples o Mic,o
\

-

0

Engl

3
-

0

Econ

201

0

CE

270L Constr Materials Lab

3

Arch

Gr

3

\C,I.J

3

-

0

CE

277

Basic Ping & Estimg

3

-

0

Mgt

202

Prin of Finan Acct

0

0.00

Mgt Elect

Gr

Pts

3

0

3
1

0

-

0

3
3
-

0

3

0
0

0

0.00

JUNIOR YEAR
Gr

Cr
Arch

381

Structures I

Arch

385

Envirn Controls I

Arch

485

Construction II

CE/Arch Elect
CE/Arch Elect
CE
350
Engineering Economy
L

0

3

3
3
3
3
-

0
3

Gr

Cr

Pts
Math

245

Pts

Fund of Prob & Stat

3

0

3

0

0

Arch

382

Structures II

0

CE

470

Const Mthds & Equip

0

CE

495

Construe Internship

0

Mgt

303

Acct-Mangt Control

0

Mgt

310

Legal Env of Mgmt

3
1
3
3

0
0
0
0

-

0

0.00

0.00

SENIOR YEAR

L

Gr

Cr
CE

472

Constr Contracting

CE

477

Advanced Ping & Estg

CE

478

Temp Support Struc

495

Construe Internship

CE

CE/Arch Elect

3

3
-

1
3
3

3
-

Mgt Elect

0

Cr

Pts
0

Arch

487

Envirn Controls II

3

0

CE

471

Construe Prof Pract

1

0

CE

479L

Mthds lmprovemnt Lab

0

Mgt Elect

0

Hum ele

0

Mgt

361

or Mgt 495

0.00

Gr

Pts

-

0

-

0
0

3
-

0

3
3

Organization Theory

3

Mang Sml Growing Bus

0

0
0

-

0.00

ReQeated Courses
None

3

-

3

NOTES

0

1.

H & SS and Hum Electives from approved list.

0

2.

See Department for list of approved technical and

3

3

3
-- OVERALL HOURS &GPA

0
0

0

management electives. Approval of advisor is required .

0
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UNM DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (128 hrs)
Name: Current Curriculum
Transfer Hours Accepted:
Fall

:.... 1111 ..ti:':·:·=-··:-n:='\.···r:-···j

Stude~ 123- 45-6789
-

-

~/\\ ·;·:··.·:···1·.·:·:\·1·:··1·:·:·:···} ·:· ··:·11t(ttJ1tt:lltij~JI(: ~·..:. {

.'

..tit..t..:..L:..:.t. t .:.U./..t:J

:,-

Spring

\

-

it:~~ . ./:.:. :!/.::.){;~~)}/:~:.?,/t.::.~~.:.:1.~.l~:

FRESHMAN YEAR
Cr
4

Chem 121L General Chem/Lab
Elements of Cale I
Math 180

3

101

Comp I: Exposition

3

EngrF 122

Intro Engr Methods

3

Engl
H&SS

3

-

Gr

Elements of Cale II

-

0

-

0

Phys

181
151

-

0

cs

151L Comp Prag Fund/Lab

-

0

Engl

102

Comp II: Analys & Arg

Psych

105

General Psychology

Math

0

-

General Physics

Pts

3

3

0

3
-

0

3

0

3

0

0

-

0.00

0

0.00

0

Gr

Cr

Pts

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Cr

Gr

Cr

Pts

Arch

285

Construction I

3

0

Engl

CE

281L

Engr Measuremnts/Lab

2

ol

Econ

CE/Arch Elect
Econ
H&SS

~
1cn

-

'

3

l?.rim;iples..0f'Macro~~ 3
--U."r.1 ~

3
0

219
IC~

201

Technical Writing - .
T f\h<>

~ ,(..,o",~''c:.,l"'\~

PriReiples of-Micro

0

CE

270L Constr Materials Lab

-

0

CE

277

Basic Ping & Estimg

-

0

202

Prin of Finan Acct

-

Mgt

Mgt Elect

0.00

3

Gr

Pts

-

0

3

3
-

0

1

0
0

3

-

0

3

-

0

0

0.00

JUNIOR YEAR
Gr

Cr
Arch

381

Structures I

Arch

385

Envirn Controls I

Arch

485

Construction II

3

3
3
-

0

Math

245

Fund of Prob & Stat

3

0

Arch

382

Structures II

3

-

0

CE

282L Geom Trans Sys/Lab
Const Mthds & Equip
470

3
-

0

Mgt

303

CE/Arch Elect

3

CE/Arch Elect
CE
350
Engineering Economy

3

CE

0

310

Mgt

0

Pts
0

-

0
0

2
3

-

0

Acct-Mangt Control

3

-

0

Legal Env of Mgmt

3

0

-

0.00

0

0.00

0

Gr

Cr

Pts

SENIOR YEAR
Gr

Cr
CE

472

Constr Contracting

CE

477

Advanced Ping & Estg

CE

478

Temp Support Struc

CE

495

Construe Internship

CE/Arch Elect
Mgt Elect

3

3
3
1
3
-

0

3

Gr

Cr

Pts
Arch

0

487

Envirn Controls II

3

Construe Prof Pract

1

0

CE

471

0

CE

479L Mthds lmprovemnt Lab

0

Mgt Elect

0

H&SS

0

Mgt

361

or Mgt 495

0.00

Organization Theory
Mang Sml Growing Bus

Pts
0

-

0
0

3

3
3
-

3

0
0
0

-

0

0.00

I Drop course or change hours
Re~eated Courses
None

3
-

0

NOTES

0

1.

H & SS and Hum Electives from approved list.

0

2.

See Department for list of approved technical and

-

0

3

3

3

...... OVERALL HOURS &GPA

0

ERR

management electives. Approval of advisor is required.

-

TuJ)

05-Feb-97
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC
Date:

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (NI four copies)

J /21 /97

CIP CODE

Mary Jo Campbell
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

Aulgnedby
Auoclate Provost

Director/ 277-5151

for Academic Attal"

(TIile. position, telephone nlfflber)

Division of Physical Performance

Development

&

909

1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

:n

CD

n

CD

<:
CD

Q.

(OepattmanVOivision/ProgramlBranch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Marl< appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

This form is for

IBJ
O

Athletic Training

------------------NameofNaworExisl~gProgram

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _ _ _

1_9_3_____

M~;;ppropriate category

-·-·NEW:

B.S.

Degree

~

0

T,i,o

Minor
· Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

REVISION OF:

Undergraduate
degree only

DELETION:

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
D

G9

0
0
0
0

•

o·

• See New Units policy Guide(,nes book
available from the Prollost's Office.

NAME CHANGE:

0
0
0
0
0
0
D

"Tl

....0

(/)
C)

::r
(I)
a.

£

5
cc

G(ive exact ~e and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
attach add1t1onal sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

m

::,

I

co
-.
(I)

a.

Replace Nutrition 125 (Introduction Nutrition) with Nubrition 244 (Human
Nutrition)

0

D)

~

0

(I)

0

z

~

iii

0

!e.
Reason(s} for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

Nutrition fact:1.ltY,~qeleted Nutrition 125

g~rary Impact Statement Na;ne of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
(If necessary)
0udge~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement
If oes th1S change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_
x_
5 •• have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?
(attach statement)
ective Date of Proposed Change:
Fall
, 1997

8 RT Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement

et

-·-·-

Semest8f

Year

~~~~-- Department Chairperson·-·-·ns ,=-~~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· Date:-· 1 /21 /97 - ·-·-·Dean of Library Services (If necessary)

.., ,

,J

r°\

Cl RT (If necessary)
f\
C\
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)
College or School Faculty

(If necessary)

c;b;;;;;;

••

t:1:'.'.-<.---c

2

'

~

W J;

& ::)

J:J ./1.>, /.__,y=

-rk-+--.....--3 fu

Date: - - - - - - - - Date:
Date:
Date:

l

~/;22~~

College or School Dean/Director of Instruction

Date: - - - - - - - -

FS Graduate Committee (;t appli
FS Curricula Committee

Date: -<"l.. ....,lf-\-:-/r-:
'7
Date: - - ' ~ : C . - - - ' -....
1.._
_ __
Date: __,3~{._,_1-'-J{,._·ct'--7-.___ _

.4

(\

Assoc. Provost for Academic ;A.ffairs _ _ _.=:::.....:::..!.-.:::....:::...:..._..:::....1-~----Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:-_-1-=---

.

__...

.................

-..__

"-"

Date: - - - - - - - -

/
1JEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC
CIP CODE

Date:. _ __..l-+-/_..2'""'1<J-/-"9'-.!7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mary Jo Campbell
Aulgnedby

(Name of individual initiatwig curria.olar change form)

Director

Aaodate Provost

/ 277-5151

for Academic Affalra

(Tide. position. telephone nlfflber)

Division o f Physical Perf .

&

Deve lopment

(Oepartmenl/Oivision/Program/Branc:h)

Mark appropriate Program:

I
I
I

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Corrvnittee (If applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

'910
JJ

CD

(')

CD

<

(l)

C.

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Undergraduate Degree Program

~
L.:J

Graduate Degree Program

O

This form is for

Exerci se Sci euce
Name of New or Exismg Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

on page(s)
.:;_ 0)
- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·

, g-1
, ro

f.°.:.?~~~?_Eegree only)

·:I C.
al

Mark appropriate category
Degree

®

B. S.
----Tri'"

NEW:

REVISION OF:

0

0
cg

Undergraduale
degree only

0

Minor

Certificate
Emphasis

•

Department
• Sea Nw« Uiits poicy Guil:Jslil'l9s book
awilable from the Pn:Nosl's Office.

NAME CHANGE;

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

· Concentration

fa ac

DELETION:

I
I

s:
ll>
~

0

ii,

3

0
0
0
0
0
0

~

...

0

~

en

(')
~

(l)

C.
C

5"

(Q

;e ~xact ~e and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the' respective college
additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

m
::,
ai

a)

C.

0ll>

Replace Nutrit ion 1 25 (Introduction Nutrition) with Nutrition 244 (Human
Nutrition )

~

n

(l)

0

z

~

iii

0

s

Reason(s) for Request {attach adqitional sheets if necessary).

Nutri t i~n f a c u l \y 4~.le t ed Nutrition 125

ubrary Im pact Statement. Na.-ne of librarian consulted and attached si~ned 1_mpact
.
CIRT
statement (If necessary)
I
Bud mpact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed r~pact statement (If necessary)
and Faculty Load Implications {attach statements). Long-range planning statement
If Yes h15 change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_:_
Effect· ave you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?
(attach statement)
19 97
rve Date of Proposed Change:
Fall

Doe~:ry

~~: ·-·0eµa·~;;;;tctl~iiri)e"ra·oo·-

- ·-·-·-.

Year

Semest

·- y n ~ - ~----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·oa1e·:-·1·a·1i9i- · - · - ·-

oean of Library Services (If necessa~\j \ :CIRT (If necessary)

Date: - --- - - - - - Date:
.~

College Curriculum Committee (If necessary!
College or School Faculty (If necessary)

Date:Jj
Date:
t;, - 4 ~-

College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS G d
.
ra .uate Committee <\' applic a
le)b ~
FS Curncula Committee ,\j ii's::
~
A
ssoc. Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

Date: - - - - - - - Date:

~

1~?

>

-

@

l J , IJ.e,i
~ ··1

Date:
Date:

"GZ

--~-ff
-~
.-_·---"Jt
;1 I

!I~

Date: - - - - --

-

-

____
-.,

°""' ....

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

911

Routing (All four copies)

Date:._ _1_;_2_1_/_9_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)

CIP CODE

Mary Jo Campbell
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

Assigned by
Aaaoclate Provost
for Academic Atfalra

Director I 277-5151
(Title, position, telephone mmber)

Division of Physical Performance

Development

&

3. College Curriculum Committee Of necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee Of applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

::IJ

(I)

n

CD

<

CD

a.

(OepartmenVOivision/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Marl< appropriate Program:

Undergraduate Degree Program

[]J

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

O

This form is for

_ P_h_y_s_i_c_a_l_E_d_u_c_a_t_i_·o_n_________
NameofNeworExistingProgram

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _ _.)_,_$'
_____

Mark appropriate category

- NEW:

B.S.-Physical
TY!)9
Ed.

Degree

~
Minor

· Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

0

REVISION OF:

Undergraduate

0
0
0
0
0
0

degree only

0
0
0
0
0

• See New Units policy Guidslms book
awilable from !he Provost's Offic:e.

NAME CHANGE:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•

o·

Department

DELETION:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"TI

...
0

en
C'l

-::I'
CD

a.

£.

:,

co

~ve exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for fonnat within the respective college
,attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket fonn what is being changed.

~place Nutrition 125 (Introduction Nutrition) with Nutrition 120 (Nutrition for

iealth)

~
'm
:::,
0

...

cii
CD

a.

0Ill

CD

0

z

~

iii

0

s

~eason(s} for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
lut · ·

ritionfaculty deleted Nutrition 125.
" '~·

t~~i

Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
lud mpact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed imp~ct statement (If necessary)
loeget~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements}. Long-range planning statement
·y s th15 change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No~
:ff est· have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?
(attach statement)
. ec rve Date of Proposed Change:
Fall
.
1997
·· - · - · - - · - ·

~~:

Semester

Year

Department Chairperson·-·-·-·-·-ni,.5:-·~izq-·-·-·-·-·-·-· Date:-·- J /2 J /97 ·-·-·Dean of Library Services (If necessary)

\>,!

\U . -

U

Date: - - - - - - - -

CIAT (II necessary)
1'..\ i\
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)

Date: ---+--+=---Date: _ __._l+-/_3J........

College or School Faculty (If necessary)
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Gra~uate Committee
/'-J I),-

Date:
3rt/-1
7.,_}...
Date: - - - - - - - Date:
1
1

-+/--,

(;fl&0e)

FS Curncufa Committee

_

Assoc. Provost for Acaderi/c Affairs

z.__

'];;2.)c.r

IA)'

Faculty Senate
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Date:
Date:

/1~7+---.,..l_9........,../--

-=3(_=+--4'.....i'f--l
:J. -,~!--:t==-+---

_i[......_.,..:,(3f
~~..J;i;.....__ _

Date: - - - - - - - -

@

__. ..

....,, .._

--""-

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE

FOAMC

Pam Olson,

CIP CODE

15, 1996

Date: November

Ph.D.

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form )

Program

Coordinator

7-5550

Assigned by
Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

(Title. position, telephone number)

Family

I

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

~1 2

Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech) , (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

I
I

I

I

::IJ

I

(D

I

0

I

(D

I<"
I
(D

: a.
I

Studies-IFACE-COE

(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

This form is for Family

Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program

Studies:

Human

Services

Name of New or Existing Program

(iJ

O

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

(For existing degree only)

on page(s)

. cc2:.. 0"-"-6_______

Mark appropriate category

NEW:

0

Degree
Type

Major

@

Minor

D
D
D
D

Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Undergraduate
degree only

o·

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

D
D
D
D
D

•

"Tl

0

-.
en
0

::::r
Cl)

a.
!:.
5·

co

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

m
::,

ro
-.
Cl)

a.

0Ill
See

iii

attached

0

!3.
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
See

attached

library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes_lL_ No_ _
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? yes
(attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change: Fall
19 9 7
Year

R~°7ii,~
-·-·Department Chairperson -----#~~~~~~~~Ft+-----Slgnatures:
Dean of Library Services (l~ ecess ry·~(:;.~~'rS,-;:;~Z;.C.~=:====-----

CIRT (If necessary) _ _...,L./::::_,4
;.')~~~~~~ 'jl,L:Ll~ -~-;---..,..-- - - - College Curriculum om itte/(1f necessafY.IJ-fC....:).k.!,~.;......!'....L...L....~4=-,,.~ ,-:-.J=---College or School Faculty (If necessary) ...+--::,Aaa.#>-..c:s~.,c~-+--=----+-College or School Dean/Director of Instruction _ _:..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FS Graduate Committee (It app1!
· e)
FS Curricula Committee _ _~/ ~·Ll!-1---S:::.:.-.!!:::::=..,===,-· ~_,....--r----T7J..-r.--- - - - - Assoc. Provost for Academic A ~ _ _w(.:::O:z:::....::
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FAMILY STUDIES PROGRAM

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Family Studies Program is to prepare students to work in arenas that endeavor
to enhance individual and family strengths. Strengthening families and their individual members
facilitates the development of an environment for life-long learning. Programs are designed to
provide a solid foundation in human development, interpersonal relations, and individual and
family functioning that recognizes the dynamic interaction of theory, research and relative
practices. Family Studies is an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary field, exemplifying effective
practice and scholarly inquiry that are sensitive and responsive to issues of cultural diversity. The
scholarly work of the program extends to the community through collaboration with families,
schools, health and social service agencies, businesses, public policy agendas, and government
entities. Programs strive to be responsive to the evolving needs of external constituencies.
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Reasons for Request
The Human Services Program, currently housed in the Department of Psychiatry, and the Family
Studies Program, College of Education, are proposing a merger of the two programs, to be
effective Fall, 1997. The merger will allow for a new undergraduate major in Family Studies
(Human Services) without additional resources from the College. From a resource perspective,
the merger should increase student credit hour production through both the greater visibility of the
Human Services Program and the relocation of faculty to high demand courses. Philosophically,
the programs share a similar mission. Preventive education, parent education, and life skill
development are some of the major roles assumed by students in both the Human Services and
Family Studies Programs.

.
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Family Studies: Human Services
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Human Services in Family Studies is an undergraduate program offered in the Division of
Individual, Family and Community Education in the College of Education, to prepare students
to work in the human services field. Two options are available: a 54 hour-major in Family
Studies and a minor in the same field.
The programs are appropriate for students considering careers in the helping professions.
Courses focus on the knowledge and skills necessary to work effectively as an entry-level
professional with individuals, families and groups experiencing a broad range of personal,
interpersonal and environmental difficulties.
Students interested in either the Human Services major or minor must apply for admission. In
addition to meeting regular UNM entrance requirements, individuals must:
1. Complete the application form provided by the College
of Education.
2. Provide three letters of recommendation.
3. Have a 2.5 gpa and have successfully completed (C or better)FS 281 and FS
213(majors only).
4. Be interviewed by a faculty member of the FS/HS program.
Curriculum for Students Preparing for the Human Services Major in Family Studies
1. Core (15 credits)
FS 281 Intro to Fam Studies
FS 213 Marriage and Family Relationships
FS 312 Parent/Child Interaction
FS ~4 3 Family Management Theories
FS 481 Families and Public Policy .
2. Required Courses (39 credits)
.
a. Six credits from the Human Development and Famtly
Relations area: (6 credits).
FS 202 Infant Growth and Development
FS 304 Growth/Development Mid Child
FS 310 Friends and Intimate Relations
FS 313 Comtempor Family Lifestyles
FS 315 Adolescent Dev in the Family
FS 403 Growth/Develop of Preschool Child
FS 411 Family Life Education
FS 415 Aging and Family
FS 484 Ethnic Minority Families
or other approved course.
b. Six credits from the Family Resource Management area: (6 credits)

915

FS 244
FS 341
FS 342
FS 443
FS 444

Consumer Decisions
Ecological Aspects of Housing
Computer Application in the Home
Application of Family Management
Family Finance
or other approved course.

c. The student must complete the following courses in the
Human Services area: (13 credits)
FS 252
Principles of Interviewing - cl! ~ s Lo l.
FS 352
Contemporary Issues in Family Studies
FS 355
Experiential Groups
FS 359
Human Services Methods ·
d. Field Experience (8 credits)
FS 395
Field Experience I
FS 495
Field Experience II
e. Family Studies Elective (6 credits)
3. Required General Education ( 45 cre di ts)
Bio 136 or Bio 123/123L
English 101 ·
English 102
Psych 105
Soc 101
Econ 101 or
N~i:.~~~~~ R\4J ~
Math 145
~~ ~ utJ >l':. Ga'\.Q, (.LU',N ~
Multicultural elective
vl..~ ( 04 ~ ~~ca.....k ) ~
Psych 230
Psych 332
~ .3 ~ ~ . . ; ; ~
Soc 200
~ ~ 1 ~ ) ~~~~kJ
Nutr 120 or an approved HED course
3~~~ .
plus nine hours from fields other than the social sciences,. s uch as fine arts , history>
o r language.

4. Unrestricted Electives (29 credits)
Total 128 credits/40 must be upper division.

Human Services Minor
Students must apply for admission to the program. Major advisors or the Family Studies Program
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can be contacted for details. Students minoring in Human Services must take FS 281 , FS 252,

FS 352, FS 355, FS 359, FS~ FS 495.
'31 ~
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Branches
UNM will continue to honor all agreements made with the branch campuses. If a student selects
the Human Services major, HS 101 and HS 201 will be accepted for FS 281. A student choosing
to major in the Family Studies program would need to take FS 213. Incomplete programs will
be considered on an individual basis.
Transfer Courses:
Branches

Currently UNM:

HS 101

HS 101

HS 201

After the Merger(UNM):

FS 281

HS 102

HS 102

FS 252

HS 105

HS 305 ;~,;. qs-t;

FS355~~ .... ~~

HS 109

HS309

HS 202

HS 302

FS 352

HS 250

HS 350

FS3953*~•

HS 351

FS 495

~

4--

~a..~~

FS 359 ~~o..~~
<5--~

~~~

~1
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GALLUP CAMPUS
OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION

November 26, 1996

Professor Henry Shapiro
Chair, Curriculum Committee
University of New Mexico
Farris Engineering Center 319
Albuquerque, NM 87131
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:::::::::h::: of the UNM Branch Campus Dffectora and Associate Dffectora of

Instruct1_on, the proposed merger of the Human Services Program of the Dept. of Psychiatry with
__j ~·
the Family Studies Program Unit of the College of Education was presented by Pam Olson and
;:;, ~
~usan Lander. I am writing on behalf of the branch campuses who are concerned about the
•
tmp~cations of this merger, because the Human Services programs are extremely vital to our
~
LL
service areas. The programs have grown as people have become aware of them, and indications
are t~at they will continue to flourish. The opportunities for students to continue beyond the
f
assoc1at~ level, as well as the importance of maintaining the Human Services associate degrees
j ~
and certificates as they now exist, are paramount to the branch campuses.

ll-;;
i
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Therefore, the branch campuses support the merger of these programs with the following
understandings:

)

1.

The AA in Human Services will transfer in total to the Family Studies program as a minor,
i.e. the existing Human Services courses will count in the minor according to existing
agreements.

2.

The branch campuses will continue offering associate degrees and certificates in Human
Services using Human Services courses.

3.

The Human Services prefix for courses will not be r~mov~d from the UNM nomenclature
and will be available to the.branch campuses for use m their programs.

Professor Henry Shapiro
November 26, 1996
Page 2

We anticipate that this merger will be successful, and if there are questions you have of me, please
call me in Gallup at 863-7540. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Beth Miller, Ed.D.
Associate Director of Instruction
UNM-Gallup

cc:

Provost William Gordon
Dr. Ignacio Cordova
Dr. Robert Carlson, Director, UNM-Gallup
Dr. Alice Letteney, Director, UNM-Valencia
Dr. Carlos Ramirez, Director, UNM-Los Alamos
Dr. Augustine Martinez, Director, Taos Education Center
Dr. Pam Olson, Family Studies Program
Dr. Susan Lander, Human Services Program
Dr. Reinaldo Garcia, ADI, UNM-Valencia
Dr. Phyllis Mingus-Pepin, ADI, UNM- Los Alamos

U NM
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VAL ENCIA
CA MP US
Office of Instruction and Instructional Support Services
Reinaldo A. Z. Garcia, Ed.D., Associate Director for Instruction

MEMORAND U M
TO:

Professor Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee

FROM:

Reinaldo A. Z. Garcia

DATE:

Monday, December 9, 1996

RE:

Support for Merger of the Human Services and Family Studies Programs

~

I am writing in support of the merger of the Human Services and Family studies programs. However,
there are implications to Human Services students at the Valencia Branch as well as the other branches
that I would like to address. At a meeting of branch officials and Dr. Cordova with Dr. Lander and Dr.
Olson the matter was discussed and the following agreement was reached:

J

-Uv.

~

~-h-

1. The AA in Human Services at the branches will transfer towards a Human Services minor in the
Family Studies programs.
l.)..j
bt Tl'l:11-. t\

·"° ~~ :I-'

2.

UNM-Valencia and the other bra:1ches will continue to offer Human Services courses in their current
form. These HS courses will articulate into FS courses as follows:

•

HS 101 + HS 201

~

FS 281 .

•

HS 102

~

FS 252 .

•

HS 105

~

FS 355-

•

HS 109

~

FS 359 .

•

HS202

~

FS 352 .

•

HS250

~

FS 395

If I can be of any further assistance please contact me. Thank you.
cc: Provost William Gordon
Dr. Ignacio Cordova, Associate Provost
Dr. Alice Letteney, Director, UNM-Valencia
Dr. Robert Carlson, Director, UNM-Gallup
Dr. Augustine Martinez, Director, Taos Education Center
Dr. Carlos Ramirez, Director, UNM-Los Alamos
Dr. Pam Olson, Family Studies Program
Dr. Susan Lander Human Services Program
Dr. Phyllis Mingus' Pepin, Deputy Director, U~M-Los Alamos
Dr. Beth Miller, Associate Director for Instruction, UNM-Gallup

JJJ-
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The University of New Mexico
Department of Psychology
Logan Hall
Albuquerque. NM 871 3 I - 116 1
Telephone (505 ) 277 -41 2 1
FAX (505) 277- 1394

March 5, 1997
To:
From:
Subject:

_---7/,

i

Susan Lander, Human Services Program
I)(/ ,.JJ _
Harold Delaney, Associate Chair for Undergraduate Education)12i,tt-C.&' f"YJ)./!f?. ~ }
Proposed move of the Human Services Program
/

On behalf of the Department of Psychology, I would like to affirm our view of the
importance of the Human Services Program. Because most of our faculty are involved in
laboratory research whereas most of our undergraduates are interested in practical applications of
psychology, the availability of a Human Services minor has been a very important complement to
our undergraduate major programs. It is my understanding that Psychology supplies more
students to the Human Services program than any other department. We very much want to see
the program continue.
The proposed move to main campus and in particular to Family Studies makes sense from
our perspective. Although psychology has obvious connections with psychiatry in the mental
~ealth field, the Department of Psychiatry did not seem the ideal location for Human Services
inasmuch as Psychiatry is primarily a graduate, professional program and the psychiatrists on the
faculty seemed to have had minimal input into the Human Services program while it was housed
there. Locating the program within a main campus department with an on-going undergraduate
program makes academic sense as well as providing a location that will be more accessible to our
main campus students. Hopefully this proposed move will be mutually beneficial to both Human
Services and Family Studies.
Please keep me apprised of any changes in your curriculum or program requirements that
will affect psychology majors minoring in Human Services.

111201 96

UNM PSYCHIATRY

WED 09: 08 FAX 505 277 4639
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Paul 8. Roch, M.D., FAAFP, FACEP
Office of rhe Dc,in

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Peggy Blackwell, Ph.D.
Dean, ColleNf'9Education

FROM:

PaulB.Ro~
Dean of the School of Medicine

DATE:

November 19, J996

RE:

Human Services Program

I fully support the proposed move of the Human Services Program from the Department of
Psychiatry at the School of Medicine to Family Studies in the College of Education.

.
.
.
B ·rd· Roo@,. AJbuqu« qu,. NM 87 l J J.5 I 16
Basic Medical Sciences ui mg.0 5) 277 6581 • E-Mail:
.
. proth@s:1 lu d .unm .cdu
F (5
Phone (505) 277-232 I • ax
·
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The University of New Mexico
Office of the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Scholes Hall 235
Albuquerque, NM 87 13 1- 100 I
Telephone: (505) 277-50.64
FAX: (505) 277-8700

March 12, 1997
TO:
FROM:
RE:

Professor Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee
10

R. Cordova, Associate Provost, Academic Affairs

Merger of Human Services and Family Studies Programs and Impact on Branches

As part of the merger of the main campus Human Services Program with Family Studies, COE, I
support the courses listed below being "kept alive" in order to be available for branch campus
Human Services Programs. They are not to become "T" courses. They are articulated with the
proposed Human Services track in Family Studies as spelled out in Form C in the proposal
packet.
HS 101:
HS 102:
HS 105:
HS109:
HS 201:
HS 250:

Introduction to Human Services
Principles of Interviewing
Group Dynamics
Techniques of Assessment and Intervention
Family Process
Clinical Experience

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

As~ociate Provosts fo r
Academic Affairs
Scholes Hall 226
Tclcpho
F
ne 1505) 277-~611

AX (505) 277-8275

Faculty
Contracts/Services
Schol~ H.111 .!1.!

Tei<pho° i : M i·~5~8
FAX~
275

Specia l s istant
to the Provo t for Fi~al Arfai~
S...holc\ HJII ~~t,

Telephone (505) 277 -2611
FAX (505) 277- 275

'

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO GENERAL LIBRARY

!<_

To: Robert L. Migneault, Dean
J .,J
From: Linda Lewis, Collection Development Office() f.v
Date: Nov. 20, 1996
J ·
Subject: Form Band C requests: Human Services/Family Studies
I'm attaching the memos from Mary Ellen Hanson, the coordinator for education collection
development. She states that the resources of the General Library, the Health Sciences Library
and the Law Library and sufficient to support these courses and programs. Please see her memos
for further information and specifics.

92~
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UNM General Library
20 November 1996

To:

Linda Lewis, Collection Development Officer

From:

Mary Ellen Hanson, Education Collection Development
Coordinator~

Re:

Form Cs - Revision of Human Services Major and Minor ,
proposal to merge Human Services program with Family
Studies program

The proposed transfer of the Human Services program from the
Department of Psychiatry to the Family Studies unit within the
College of Education should have little impact on General Library
collections and services. The General Library, including
Zimmerman, Parish, and Centennial libraries, already supports
undergraduate and graduate study in areas related to human
services. The Medical Center and Law School libraries also serve
as resources. The General Library actively collects materials in
disciplines such as family studies, sociology, counseling,
psychology, health administration and child development.
Existing library services, including reference, instruction, and
interlibrary loan, support the undergraduate and graduate
Programs affected by the proposed transfer.
Future library support of the human services program will
require continued purchase of monographs and j~urnal
subscriptions, provision of access to electronic resources, and
maintenance of library reference, instruction, and document
delivery services relevant to the discipline.

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE

FORMC

15 1 1996

)~~ November

Pam Olson,

CIP CODE

Ph.D.

(Name of individual lnttiatlng curricular change form)

7-5550

Program Coordinator

Asalgnedby
A11oclate Provost
for Academic Affairs

(TIiie, pos~ion. lelephone number)

Family

I

:92 1

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

I

::x:,
CD

0

CD

<"
(l)

a.

Studies-IFACE-COE

(Department/Division/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

This form is for Family

Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

DI
0

Studies:

Human

Services

Name of New or Existing Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _,2=--><-0....,,6'--------

-------- -

----

- - - --

------- --

-

-·-··- ·- · · · · · · · · ·- · ·- ·- · · · · ·-· -· ·- · ·- · ·- · · ·-·- · · · · · · · ·- · · ·- ·- ·
Mark appropriate category
NEW:

0

Degree

REVISION OF:

Undergraduale
degree only

Type

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
raJ

0
0
0

o·

• See New Untts policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

NAME CHANGE:

DELETION:

•

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"Tl

0
-,

U>
0

:::r
(l)

a.

£.

:r

<O

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for fonnat within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
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a.
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See attached
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m
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!3Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

See attached

Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
~IRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Dudget~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
No_ _
11 oes this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes_x_
yes, have you resolved these issues with depa.rt.rnentlbranch involved?
yes (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:
F aJ.J.
, __
19_9_7__

-·Req j-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
Slgnuatred
Department Chairperson

a.

Year

- · - · - · - · - · - · - · - · Date: __..L.'-/4,#J'-"-#-r-''-"---

urea:

Dean of Library Services (II

s::

!!!.
iD

c ss

Date:

-L,l-/-~~~1,-----

College Curriculum Com 1ttee (If necess·

Date: +::...41-1-1--T-t~:.___-Date: ...:.::~~,_,,..,,,,..._ __

College or School Faculty (If necessary) -:!--6.At!.:.___~"I-'=-----''"----~
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction _ ___;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:
Date:

GIRT (II necessary) _ _L_u:.....:t.:::.:::L.!~~~~~-"1~--t--..~r----

FS Graduate Committee

(If

~:!:ble)

FS Curricula Committee_~tA--t!l::Jll-~~~==----,,......-r-r--r--:---:--:~~----Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs _ _...,_J)?t.=-=-;../_W..c;_,___..;~~_,_(_____
Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

_...4,,!~~1--1,-:.../-1---

· -~ .. . . . . .

f=.

~

...... .. ... ..... ..
.}

. . · . · . ·. · . · . ·

~

~:::: ~3W..,7:!,!...l.,....!...7f:2.L__
Date:

}
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Introduction
The Human Services Program, currently housed in the Department of Psychiatry, and the Family
Studies Program, College of Education, have been discussing the possibilities of a merger of the
two programs for the past several years. The purpose of this document is to present the proposed
merger. It is being proposed that the Human Services Program be relocated within the Family
Studies Program Unit.
Currently the Human Services Program is a 24-hour minor that prepares undergraduates for entry
level positions in human services programs. Students are required to take five three credit courses
plus two four credit semesters of field placement. The focus is on knowledge and skills that
underlie maintaining and strengthening the coping abilities of individuals and families across a
broad range of populations from preschool age to aged. A guiding principle in both course work
and field placements is the integration of theory and practice. The program places a strong
emphasis on communication skills, problem solving approaches and ethical issues in working with
multicultural populations. Preventative education, parenting education, and life skill development
are some of the major roles assumed by students in both the Human Services and Family Studies
Programs.
It is the opinion of both programs' teaching faculty that the goals and functions of the Human
Services Program are consistent with the mission of the College of Education and with the Family
Studies Program. (See attached Mission Statement.) It is perceived that the merger of the two
programs would strengthen both the Family Studies Program and the Human Services Program
while contributing positively to other programs within the Division and College. It is also
believed that a move of the Human Services Program to main campus would make the program
more visible and accessible to all students across the University.

The integration and continuation of the Human Services Program within the Family Studies Unit
would allow for a better use of resources. Courses will be modified to serve all undergraduate
programs, thus eliminating the need for some course offerings. Also, the greater visibility will

.~i

l~d to increasing course enrollments.
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FS
FS
FS
FS
FS

244
341
342
443
444

Consumer Decisions
Ecological Aspects of Housing
Computer Application in the Home
Application of Family Management
Family Finance
or other approved course.

c. The student must complete the following courses in the
Human Services area: (13 credits)
FS 252
Principles of Interviewing - .,1! ~ S 10 :t.
FS 352
Contemporary Issues in Family Studies
FS 355
Experiential Groups
FS 359
Human Services Methods ·
d. Field Experience (8 credits)
FS 395
Field Experience I
FS 495
Field Experience II
e. Family Studies Elective (6 credits)
3. Required General Education ( 45 credits)
Bio 136 or Bio 123/ 123L
English 101
English 102
~ ClllQ.~ ~ O N ,..,_u..:l " - ' - ~ ~ {'~ ~ ?
Psych 105
/
).. ...
Re~u.m~i""j °'f~rQ\K,J 'o'i ~1..t..n\1.v.~.•.•.: <:'.o mn,,tb..i_.
Soc 101
Econ 101 or 105 or ·106
N~~ ~~~\'o'ci..c. ~~~
Math 145
4) lj ,J ~,:. C&'\A. UJJ·N ~
Multicultural elective
~J.. ( 4 4 ~ ~ . t - - . k ) ~
Psych 230
~ .3~~.R~
Psych 332
~
~~ ~~-..._j
Soc 200
Nutr 120 or an approved HED course
3~~~ .

c.o-.r

~1 ~ )

plus nine hours from fields other than the social science~ such as fine arts, his to ry>
or language.

4. Unrestricted Electives (29 credits)

---------

Total 128 credits/40 must be upper division.

('iuman Services M i n ~
Students must apply for admission to the program. Major advisors or the Family Studies Program

9130

can be contacted for details. Students minoring in Human Services must take FS 281, FS 252,
FS 352, FS 355 F 359, F S ~ FS 495.
1~

@)

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC
Date:_N_o_v_e_m_b_e_r__
l _5_,_1_9_9_6_ _ __
Pamela N .

CIP CODE

Olson

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

FS Program Coordinator

7 - 5550

Assigned by
Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

(Tille. position, telephone number)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICAT E
Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

I

I

9!Jt

Family Stuides/IFACE/COE
(DepartmenVOivision/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
.

Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program

a

O

Graduate Degree Program

.

.

Thts form ts for Family

.
Studies:

Child Develop~ t
CDFR
.
. ,
Name of New or Ex,sttng ProgrfJlllllly Re lat i fill S

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

(For existing degree only)

on page(s)

206- 209

Mark appropriate category

- .- .NEW:

0

Degree
Type

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

0

0
D
0
0
0
0
0

D
0
0
0
0
0
D

Undergraduate
degree only

GJx

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

o·

Department

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
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available from the Provost's Office.
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Family Studies: Child Development and Family Relations
1.
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Core (15)
FS 281 Intro to Family Studies
FS 213 Marriage and Family Relations
FS 312 Parent/Child Interactions
FS 343 Family Management Theories
FS 481 Families and Public Policy

2. Required Courses (21)
(A minimum of 9 units in the Family Relations area to
include:)
FS 313 Contemp Family Lifestyles
.
FS 484 Ethnic Minority Families~~ "''"<-l 'ls-•n c::~1~
FS 494 Practicum or 395 Field Experience I (3)
' L ~ ,. , ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 " 1 ~
A minimum of 12 units from the following (or an approved
future
course).
FS 202 Infant Growth & Development
FS 207L Infant Laboratory +-'1\4.w ...,_;_. ts-n ~
FS 304 Growth/Devel Mid Child
FS 310 Friends and Intimate Relations
FS 315 Adolescent Dev in Family
FS 403 Growth/Develop Preschl Child
FS 407L Preschool Child Laboratory~ VI.MA ~""'c... 'tS'-~1 <~~
FS 411 Family Life Education ~~~WI~ ,rs-~ 1 c.d.:~ <~
FS 415 Aging & Family

~ ~ ~)

3. Choose a minimum of 9 units from the following:
(or an approved future course)
FS 244 Consumer Decisions
FS 341 Ecol Aspects of Housing
FS 342 Computer Appl in the Home
FS 409 Org/Mgt Early Chldhd Prog
FS 443 Appl of Family Finance
F 'i) L.Jlft/ ~ 4-&M-;... -i~-~7 ~

. fArl ' 1 ) ~ 'i ~ ,;.. ~s--n ~ ( t.t:..1 ~·. n 1-:l. ~)
4 G
· eneral Education
(In addition, the student must complete 45 hours for the general education requirements. Consult
the program for specific courses.)

&

@
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Suggested Minor (18-21)
Minor may be obtained in one of the following:
Anthropology
~ -\-L~tll ~~~-tct ~ ~ ~ f l t ~ ,
Human Services 4---Psychology
( rs-42\ G...J~ttS' ~~~o!~~)
Sociology
Special Education
or a 54-hour major

6. Unrestricted Electives Clll
Total

128

MINOR STUDY
A minor in CDFR consists of 21 hours. FS 213 and FS 312 are required. An additional 15
hours, with at least 9 hours numbered above 300, are to be selected with a program advisor.
Grades of C or better are required in all FS courses used to meet minor requirements. This minor
has only been approved for College of Education students.

CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS PREPARING FOR
GENERAL FAMILY STUDIES
The curriculum for a major in General Family Studies requires 27 hours of Family Studies courses

in addition to the 15-hour core. A student may select either a 54-hour concentration or a minor.
Students wishing to be admitted into this concentration must have a 2.50 GPA and have
successfully completed FS 281 and 213 with grades of C or better. Students should seek
advisement with faculty for program planning an selection of a minor.
This particular curriculum will allow students to prepare themselves as generalists in Family
Studies. This academic background can lead to careers in social service agencies, business and
cooperative extension.

CURRICULUM FOR GENERAL FAMILY STUDIES
1. Core (15)
FS 281
FS 213
FS 312
FS 343
FS 481

Intro to Fam Studies
Marriage & Family Relationships
Parent/Child Interactions
Family Management Theories
Families & Public Policy

@
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2. Required Courses (27)
a. Choose 6 credits from Child Development and Family Relations
among the following or
other approved course:
FS 202 Infant Growth & Development
FS 207L Infant Laboratory 4 - - YUi,..) 4 - ~ 'i s -'t 1 ~
FS 304 Growth/Devel Mid Child
~
FS 310 Friends and Intimate Relations
•
FS 313 Contemp Family lifestyles' <r _ F~ Q,.s
FS 403 Growth/De~elop Preschl Child
~ s-.. u. 'i S"" - f 7 c..a ~
FS 407L Preschl Child Laboratory ~ ~ ~ u . 't ~ - 411 c.a.tFS 411 Family Life Education
-~
FS 415 Aging & Family
FS 484 Ethnic Minority Families
b. Choose 9 credits form Family Resource Management to include:
FS 443 Appl of Family Mgt Theories
-and 6 credits from among the following or other approved
courses:
FS 244 Consumer Decisions
FS 341 Ecol Aspects or Housing
FS 342 Computer Appl in the Home
FS 444 Family Finance
c. Choose 12 credits from additional FS courses to include:
FS 395 Field Experience I (3)

1 . ~,:.. ~ ~ ~
The student must have 40 hours above 300.

~~ 'tS'° '~·t\°"/S"-Cf7 ~
In addition, the student must complete@hours for the general ~ucation requirements. Consult
the program for specific courses.
Suggested minors are: Anthropology, Economics, English, Communication and Journalism,
Human Services, Management, Psychology, Sociology.

GENERAL FAMILY STUDIES MINOR
A minor in General Family Studies consists of a total of 21 hours: nine of which ar~ ~equired by
all program majors. These comprise FS 213 (3), FS 312 (3), and FS 3~3 (3). A In1rumum of an
additional twelve hours distributed among the following areas is reqmred:
1. Family Relations/Child Development (6-9)
.
p_ _
~
For example: FS 202/207L 403/407L 4-- ~ ~ ~ t<S-'fi c..-~ )
2· Family Resource Manage~ent (6-9)
U ~ '"""''+- .. ~ ~ '
For example : FS 244, 341, 443, 444
~ &. !.~

935
Nine hours must be numbered above 300. Grades of C or better are required in all FS courses
used to meet minor requirements. This is a non-teaching minor. If the same course(s) are
required in both the major and minor, an equivalent number of approved hours shall be added to
the total hour requirement.
erse am1 y configurations.
Prerequisite: 3 hrs. in FS or Psych 105 or Ed Fdn 303.
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UNM General Library
20 November 1996

To:

Linda Lewis, Collection Development Officer

From:

Mary Ellen Hans~9, Education Collection Development
Coordinator fYv..L,1/\

Re:

Form Bs - FS 281 Introduction to Family Studies
FS 395 Field Experience I
FS 495 Field Experience II

FS 281
This course has been offered before and will replace HS 101.
Existing library resources and services are in place to support
this introductory, undergraduate course. The General Library,
including Zimmerman, Parish, and Centennial libraries, actively
collects materials dealing with the theoretical and professional
aspects of family studies. Library resources adequately support
undergraduate research. Existing library services, including
reference, instruction, and interlibrary loan, support the
undergraduate and graduate family studies programs.
FS 395
This field experience course has been offered before and
will replace HS 350. As a practicum, it has minimal impact on
library collections and services.
FS 495
This field experience course will replace HS 351. As a
Practicum, it has minimal impact on library collections and
services.
Future library support of family studies . courses will
require continued purchase of monographs and J~urnal
su~scriptions, provision of access . to elec~ron1c resources, and
maintenance of library reference, 1~st~uc~1on, and document
delivery services relevant to the d1sc1pl1ne.
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Budgetary Implications
The Human Services Program would bring to the College of Education its current I & G budget,
which is approximately $33,000. The position held by Susan Lander would transfer as a
"Lecturer ill" to the College of Education. Simpson Hall can absorb the secretarial work, office
space and the necessary equipment. Deleting HS 101, Introduction to Human Services (and
requiring FS 281, Introduction to Family Studies) and combining the Field Experiences courses
of the two current programs, (HS 350/351 and FS 495 would become FS 395 and FS 495) allows
for the reassignment of current faculty to courses that are in high demand. The only anticipated
resources from the College of Education would be to cover one course a year. Family Studies has
a new faculty member beginning in January 1997, which will provide some flexibility and
decrease the need for part- time faculty in that program while allowing for continued growth at
the graduate level. It is believed that the integration and continuation of the Human Services
Program with Family Studies would allow for a better use of resources and that the increased
visibility of the Human Services major once on main campus would lead to increasing course
enrollments.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO-VALENCIA
Early Childhood Multicultural Education

CATALOGUE COPY

Child Development Associate Credential Preparation Program
(20 credits)
~his P:eparation pr~gram ~s intended f~r persons currently working or
1n~ending to w~rk with children from birth through age eight in early
childhood settings such as Head Start programs, child care centers and
family child care homes, as teacher assistants in private and publ i c
preschools or as home visitors. The program prepares students for the
national Child Development Associate (CDA) credential assessment
process administered by the Council for Early Childhood Professional
Recognition.
Students must apply for assessment through the direct
assessment route. The CDA credential, plus experience , satisf ies
requirements for director of a child care center as specified in t h e
New Mexico Child care Facilities Licensing Regulations.
CORE CURRICULUM

~J- ~~~~ ~~~~ ~;!~v~~~:t~i=~~
ECME
ECME
ECME
ECME
ECME
ECME

ci~~

~.H\.~Qd Q.4Jc,si*I

~:;:!~~::~t
ctof'a
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 105
107: Learning Environments for the Early Years I (3)
108: Supervised Field Expsriencs II ( 2 ){:;:v.r '-1. <:;,\,_ \J\....:.o,( Prl.\.\h1..,"-"'l
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 1~7
1
109: Learning EnvironmentsTf or tme Early
II '{3) "'~-11..,ho v{
110: supervised Field Experience IU (2)G" .... .,\~ ~}h,\J~~ f).--1',c....~ .U:
note: to ' be taken concurrently with ECME 10g
113: Guidance of the Young Child (3 )
117: Working with Families and Communities of Young Children

¥g•••

( 3)

NOTE: All credits earned in this program may be applied toward a
Certificate or an Associate of Arts degree in Early Childhood
Multicultural Education.
Early Childhood Multicultural Education Certificate
(33 credits)

This program in Early childhood Multicultur~l Education P:ovide~
students with the knowledge and s k ills req~ired ~o .wor~ with c~ildren
from birth throught age eight and with their families in a vari~ty of
settings including child care centers, .Head Start program~, famil~
child care, preschools and as early childhood tea~her assits~anf~s in
the publi' C SC h 00 1 5. Thi's certif icate ' plus
experience,
sa is' ies the
,
1 t'
New Mexico Child care Facililties Lic~nsing Regu a ions requirements
for qualification as director of a c~1ld care center. The program .
addresses the seven general early chi~dhood compentency areas.required
as partial fulfillment of the New Mexico Departme~t of ~ducation .
l icensure in Early Childhood Multicult~r~l Education ( bir~h to third
grade). Al l course work for this certificate can be applied toward

@
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the As~oc iate of Arts degree in Early Chi ldhood Multicultural
Educ~tion. As part.of this program, students will complete courses
required for the Child Development Associate credential preparation.
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
ENG 101: Composition I: Exposition (3)
MATH 111: Math ~or Elementary and Midd l e School Teachers (3)
1 general elective course chosen from the following multicultural
courses:
ANTH 238: Cultures of the Southwest (3)
SOC 216: The Dynamics of Prejudice (3)
MUS ED 293: Multicultural Awareness Through Music
Skills (3)
CORE CURRICULUM
ECME 105: Child Growth and Development (3)
ECME 106: Supervised Field Experience ( 1)
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 105
ECME 107: Learning Environments for the Early Years I (3)
ECME 108: Supervised Field Expe-F-ieRG-e II p).. t:~.· ' l <:i .\ lt-- .... .J ~, ... 1,',.-. I
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 10, ,'-', hco\.A
ECME 109: Learning Environments~or ~ Early
(3)
ECME 110: Supervised Field Experience III ( 2) G.-. ~J" ~l ii._,
)re.· t, u .
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 109
ECME 113: Guidance of the Young Child (3)
ECME 117: Working with Families and Communities of Young Children
( 3)

ECME 203: Introduction to the Early Childhood Professions (4)
NOTE:
Each of the two, 2 credit field experience courses involves
working a total of 100 hours during the 16 week semester in an
~pproved early childhood setting. students who are currently employed
in an early childhood program may complete one of the two field
experiences at their place of e mployment.
Associate of Arts in Early Childhood Multicultural Education
(64 credits)

This program in Early childhood Multicultural Education is designed
for students who wish to work in the field or transfer to a four-year
co~lege or university to complete a bachelor's degree ~nearly
childhood education child development, or a related field . The
baccalaureate progr~m in Early Childhood Multicultural Education
o~fered at the university of New Mexic~'s Albuquerq~e campus lea~s to
~lcensure for teachers working with children from b 7rth to age 7ight
in classrooms that include children who are developing both typically
and.atypically. The Valencia campu 7 ~ECME degree, plu 7 experience,
satisfies the requirements for qualifying ~s.a.cent 7r di:ector as
specified in the New Mexico child care Facilities.Licensing
Re~ulations. As part of this program, st~dents will ~omplete the
Child Deve l opment Associate (CDA) credential.preparation c~urses. The
Program addresses the seven general early childhood education
competency areas required as partial fulfillment of the New Mexico

@
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Department of Education licensure in Early Childhood Multicultural
Education (birth to third grade). To assure the best transition
students ~ho plan to transfer to a four year program should work'
close~y with a UNM-Valencia advisor and advisors from the institution
to which they plan to transfer.
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
English
(6 hours)
ENG 101: Composition I: Exposition (3)
ENG 102: Composition II: Analysis and Argument (3)
Communication and Foreign Language (3 hours )
possibilities include: C&J 221, C&J 270, LING 101, Spanish* or
sign language*
Math ( 3 hours)
MATH 111: Mathematics for Elementary and Middle School
Teachers (3)
Science
(8 hours)
8 credit hours in astronomy, botany , biology, chemistry, geology,
physics, zoology, or natural science and accompanying labs
Social and Behavioral Sciences (9 hours )
possibilities include: HIST 101, HIST 102, HIST 161, HIST 162,
HIST 260, anthropology, sociology
Fine Arts
(6 hours)
possibilities include: MUSIC ED 293 or 298, art history, art
studio

* indicates a class that does not articulate into the ECME program at
UNM's main campus at this time
CORE CURRICULUM
ECME 105: Child Growth and Development ( 3)
ECME 1 0 6: Supervised Field Experience (1)
note: must be taken concurrently with ECME 105
_
ECME 107: Learning Environments for the Early Years I (3)
ECME 108: Supervised Fi8ld Fxperi ence TL ( 2) ~ rl<> <J.. .\J\-oe-~\ \)i"''-\-i~u . . . 1..
note: must be, taken concurrently with ECME 107
ECME 109: Learning Environments-ii.for tRe Early Yea:r9 I _I ( 3) ki, f ,-~ °"-lJh~.J
JI.- f>r... "n~ ""]\.
ECME 110: supervised Field Expericnoe III- (2)~.:..r
note: must be taken concurrently with ECME 09
ECME 113: Guidance of the Young Child (3) . .
ECME 117: working with Families and Communities of Young Children
(3)

·

d

f

.

ECME 203: Introduction to the Early Childhoo Pro essions (4)
ECME 205: Individual and Family Divers ity ~3~
note· ECME 107 & ECME 109 are prerequisites
ECME 207: ·Diversity in Early Childhood Programs and Assessment
(2)

note: ·EcME 107 & ECME 109 are prerequisites
NOTE:
Each of the two, 2 credit field experiences course~ involves
Working a total of 100 hours during the 16 week semester in an
~PProved early childhood setting. students who are cu:ren~ly employed
ln an early childhood program may complete one, 2 c:edit field_
experience at their place of e mployment. Most credits earned in the

@)
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AAECME are transferable to t h e University of New Mexico's
baccalaureate program i n Ea rly Childhood Multicultural Education.

UNM

VALENCIA

CAMPUS
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
VALENCIA CAMPUS

LIBRARY

February 18, 1997

TO:
FROM:

Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee
Kris Warmoth, Chair--UNM Valencia Campus Curriculum
Committee \ ~
IN RE: Absence of a foreign language requirement for the
ECME program

Attached are program and course changes to the Early
Childhood Multicultural Education degree programs at our
campus . We were pleased to learn that the two campuses
worked together closely to ensure complete articulation of
the degrees.
·
One area of concern to our Curriculum Committee , however, is
the lack of a foreign language requirement in a
multi-cultural education program. We felt strongly enough
about this on our campus that we revised the original ECME
program general education requirements to include Spanish or
Sign as well as C&J and Linguistics in the Communications
area (knowing that neither of the courses would articulate
to the main campus degree program at this time ) .
We understand that your ECME faculty feel similarly about
the lack of the language requirement in the degree program,
and that the reason there is not one is that State
Department of Education does not require a foreign l anguage
competency.
In order to address this serious programatic lack, the
Valencia campus curriculum Coim;littee.resiuests ~hat the main
campus Curriculum committee raise this issue with the
appropriate staff at the State Department of Education.
We appreciate your cooperation in pursuing this issue.

cc: Guillermina Engelbrecht, College of Education

2 0 La Entrada
Los Lunas. M 87031

945
'he University of New Mexico
:ollege of Education
)fficc oi the Dean
~lbuqUt:rque. NM 87131- 123 l
'clephone (505 l '2 77-2231
:AX (505) 277-8427

Memorandum

To:

Chris Wamoth, Chair UNM Valencia Campus Curriculum

From:

Dr. Guillermina Engelbrech/}:ssociate Dean

Date:

March 10, 1996

Re:

Second Language Requirement

I reiterate our pleasure at working with the UNM branches to insure articulation of
degrees. This can only benefit our constituencies.
Regarding the absence of a foreign second language in the General Education
requirements, I am attaching a copy of the 1986 Public Law 106 which excludes a
second language from the possibility of being counted toward the "Communicationn
requirement.
The Early Childhood Multicultural Education faculty do think that second language
competency is a desirable characteristic for our students especially since Spanish,
Navajo or Pueblo are for some students their first language. However, we are
prevented by the P.L. 106 from:
a)

making second language courses or proficiency a requirement for
graduation, and

b)

including courses in this area as a general education requirement.

We will be happy to continue working with you toward addressing this issue.
XC:

Henry Shapiro, Curriculum Committee /
Peggy J. Blackwell, COE Dean
Richard VanDongen, COE Associate Dean
Polly Turner, ECME Articulation Task Force
ECME faculty
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The University of New Mexico
College of Ed ucati on
Office of the Dean
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1231
Telephone (505) 277-2231
FAX (505) 277-8427

DATE:

March 4, 1997

TO:

Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee

FROM:

Richard vagngen, Associate Dean, Graduate Programs

SUBJ:

Absence of a Foreign Language Requirement for the ECME Program

INTEROffiCE MEMORANDUM

I appreciate the observations and recommendations from the UNM Valencia Campus
Curriculum Committee. Perhaps such observations, along with the UNM core curriculum plan
and the legislative mandate to the Commission on Higher Education to ma ke state-wide teacher
preparation articulation agreements of up to 65-70 hours among all two and four-year
institutions, will make it possible that foreign language can again become a n integral part of the
curriculum.
However, it is not so simple to make the changes the Valencia Campus Curriculum Committee
has made, nor is it so simple as to say that our reason for not requiring a language other than
English is because the State Department of Education does not require a foreign language
competency. It is also not a simple matter of raising this issue with appropriate staff at the State
Department of Education.
The general education in all teacher preparation is mandated by state law. Neither we, the
State Department of Education, nor Valencia can substitute from our state-approved general
education which must address the state law of requiring 54 hours of specified general
~ducation, including 12 hours in English. To substitute will place students out of compliance and
~ jeopardy of eligibility for state licensure. Both the College of Education and the State
epartment of Education are governed by state law.
I have attached the State Board of Education Regulation that guides eligibility for licensure in
early childhood education from birth-grade three. The ge neral education requirement of 54
hours in section III.A. is mandated by the State Legislature in Senate Bill 106 passed in 1985 or
l986. This law mandates the general education for eligibility for a teachin~ license. It s~z:npl~
states that there will be 12 semester hours in English. The 12 hours of English for the University
~f Ne:V Mexico was approved before the State Board as 1.2 hours of English, communicati~ns,
nd hnguistics. We made the argument to make the English com~onent as broad as poss~le,
because the understanding of language is essential to the profess1on. Could we add to this
general education? Well, yes, but we are governed by severa l professional accreditation

@)
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agencies which dictate almost all of the rest of the 128 hours, leaving little room for e lectives.
Also, we would like to find a way that language study is more central to the curriculum than
elective.
By substituting the courses of Spanish or Sign, the students at Valencia will be out of compliance
of the one approved program for this University that is authorized by the New Mexico
Professional Standards Commission and the State Board of Education. Spanish and Sign will,
of course, articulate with main campus, but the students must still take 12 hours in English,
communications, and linguistics to be in compliance for eligibility for a license.

There are at this time some elective hours in the ECME program. I suspect there is a lready talk
in the program that with the UNM core curriculum and the CHE articulation discussions, a
foreign language will be included possibly by eliminating the remaining e lective hours. Such a
revision would then have to be presented to the Professional Standards Commission.
In some of our teacher education programs, a teaching field is required. We have included
Navajo or Spanish in the teaching fields of Language Arts and Bilingual Education. I would also
comment that we would prefer to say a language other than English, rather than a foreign
language, so that indigenous languages of New Mexico like Navajo and Spanish can be
respected as native, not foreign, languages worthy of study.

Perhaps times have changed and the state's increasing needs in bilingualism, actually an
important goal in my judgement for all citizens as well as teachers, can be looked at again. The
Valencia memo, the CHE articulation work, and the UNM core curriculum ought to help; but until
this total reexamination was to be completed for the entire program, students at Valencia,
regardless where they articulate, will be out of compliance for eligibility for state licensure
unless the suggested substitutions are really additional electives (allowing little room for error in
completing the degree), and the required 12 hours in English are taken as approved at each
four-year institution.

I hope the Valencia Curriculum Committee will contact Anita Pfeiffer, the College's PostSecondary Liaison, and review this matter.
RvD:amr
Attachments
cc:

Peggy Blackwell, COE Dean
Ginger Blalock, COE Division Director, Educational Specialties
Guillermina Engelbrecht, COE ECME Program
Karen Heller, COE Undergraduate Committee
Anita Pfeiffer, COE Post-Secondary Liaison
Polly Turner, COE ECME Program, Faculty Senate Member
Kris Warmoth, Chair, UNM Valencia Campus Curriculum Committee
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February 18, 1997

Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee
Kris Warmoth, Chair--UNM Valencia Campus Curriculum
Committee \WIN RE: Absence of a foreign language requirement for the
ECME program

TO:
FROM:

Attached are program and course changes to the Early
Childhood Multicultural Education degree programs at our
campus. We were pleased to learn that the two campuses
worked together closely to ensure complete articulation of
the degrees.
·
One area of concern to our Curriculum Committee, however, is
the lack of a foreign language requirement in a
multi-cultural education program. We felt strongly enough
about this on our campus that we revised the original ECME
program general education requirements to include Spanish or
Sign as well as C&J and Linguistics in the Communications
area (knowing that neither of the courses would articulate
to the main campus degree program at this time).
We understand that your ECME faculty feel similarly about
the lack of the language requirement in the degree program,
and that the reason there is not one is that State
Department of Education does not require a foreign language
competency.
In order to address this serious programatic lack, the
Valencia Campus Curriculum Conunittee requests that the main
campus Curriculum Conunittee raise this issue with the
appropriate staff at the State Department of Education.
We appreciate your cooperation in pursuing this issue.

cc: Guillermina Engelbrecht, College of Education

280 La Entrada
Los Lunas. NM 87031
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------------------------------ Appendix A
STATE DEPARTMENT-~~-~~CAT ION
PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE UNIT
EDUCATION BUILDING
SANTA FE, NM 87501-2786

---

I
I
I

Adopted by the State
Board of Education

SSE Regulat ion No.

LICENSURE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
BIRTH - GRADE 3
I.

AUTHORITY :

This regulation is adopted by the State Board of
Education (SBE) pursuant to Sect i ons 22-2-1 and
ZZ-2-2, NMSA 1978. This regulation sha ll beco
effective July l, 1995 .

II. APPLICABILITY:

III.

REQUIREMENTS:

A.

This regulation governs licensure in Ear ly Chi dhood
Education for those persons who are wor ing with
children who are developing either typica lly or
atypically and seeking such 11censure on or aft r
July l, 1995.
Persons seeking 11censure in Early Childhood
Education pursuant to the provisions of this
regulation shall meet the following requ1r
nts:

Bachelor's degree from a regionally accredited coll ge or
university and including, for those students first enter ng a
college or university beginning in the fall of 1986, the
following:
1.

Twelve (12) semester hours in Engl ish;

2.

Twelve (12) semester hours in history including American
history and western civilization;

3.

Six (6) semester hours in mathematics;

4. ·s1x (6) semester hours in gov1?rnment, econom ics, or sociology;

8.

5.

Twelve (12) semester hours in sc i ence , including biology,
chemistry, physics, geology, zoology, or botany; ~nd

6.

Six (6) semester hours in fine arts.

Credits from a regiona lly accredited college or university
include:
Page

SSE Regulat ion No

·-

hie

o.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1.

thirty-six
to
forty-two
(36-42)
semester
hours
of
professional education in an early childhood education
pro9ram approved by t~e SSE. including completion of th
SSE s approved Early Ch1ldhood Education Competencies; and e.

z.

eighte:n to thirty ( 18-30) semester hours of practicum and
supervised field experiences beginning in the first eighteen
(18) semester hours of instruction in professional early
childhood education to include:
a.

a mandatory student teaching component in early childhood
education for one of the follo'!iing age rang~s: 8-3, 3-5,
or 5-8 with children who are developing either typically
or atypically; and
<
1.

one-hundred fifty (150) contact hours of practicum
and/or supervised field experience at a developmental
stage ( s) other than the stage selected for student
teaching set forth in paragraph 8.2.a. above: or

Z. evidence of three years of documented, verified,
satisfactory work experiences with at least t-.o of
the age ranges set forth in Paragraph 8.2.a. above at
a center accredited by the National Academy of Early
Childhood Programs, · a postsecondary laboratory early
care and education setting, or· an early childhood
by the
SSE.
program accredited
.
. .
C.
IV.

Passage of the Core Battery of the National Teachers Examination
(NTE).

SAVINGS CLAUSE: All persons who are applying for ·l kensure in early
childhood education on or before June 30, 1996 '!iho possess a
bachelor's degr·ee and '!iho have three years of documented successful
experience during the five-year period inrnediately preceding the
effective date of this regulation in the follo'!iing types of programs
wfll be entitled to licensure in early childhood education:
1.

Pre kindergarten - third grade elementary programs accredited
by the SSE; or

Z. Early childhood special education programs for pre-school
aged children accredited by the SSE; or
3.

Comnunfty programs or agencies '!ihich are contracted through
the Department of Health for children birth through t'liO years
of age ,.;th developmental delays or '!iho are at risk for such
delays as defined by the Individuals with ~fsabilities
Education Act (IDEA) Part H and the New Mex1co Family,
Infant Toddler Policies and Procedures .
•

SSE Regulation No. ____

Page No. 2
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MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

2/10/97

Date:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CIP CODE

Linda Lawrence

(Name of Individual Initialing curricular change form)

Instructor, UNM-VC

925-8618
7.
8.
9.
10.

(Title. position)

Arts

& Sciences, UNM-VC

(Dept.. Div., Prog.)

This form is for

. ~NIT PREP~RES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)
Dean of library Services
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), if necessary
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs Comm. and/or
FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
VP of Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate
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a.

Early Childhood Multicultur~l Educatiqn
Name of New or Existing Program

This program is or would be located in current catalog page
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I. Major Change-Mark appropriate catagory

;;

...
(I)

Degree

D
D
D
D

. New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

a.
Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of

Give exact title and requirements as
they should appear in the catalog. (See current catalog for format within the
respective college). Attach additional sheets if necessary.

D
D
D
D

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

D
D
D
D

~

e.

::,
.....
...
0

3

~

,,
...0
CJ')

n

:r

(I)

a.
C:
5·
(Q

m

II.Minor Change-

::,
(I)

;;;

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration . __
E_C_ME
__C_e_r_i-_1_·f_i_c_a_t_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New Name

Q.

ex Program

n
0

a

Minor program revision (3-5 hours) Please so..ecify below:

.;S l~
-total program credits are 11!"" instead of 32
-addition of one class: ECME 109 (3) See appropriat~ Form B
-2 classes, ECME 108 & 210, reduced in credit hours from three to two

-·----:[Gtl~_;no

....;::;·Q
Cl)

0

zr-

~

0

!S

chang_ed. to ECME 110_·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·To meet articulation requirements a:· requested by CHE
Fall
_1_9_9_7_ _

Reasons forRequest: (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:

Semester

Year

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
None
Does this change impinge in any significant way on my other student or departmental programs?
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)

Yes__ No__X_

3:
0

Cl)

Q.
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I,..,...__
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I
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO- VALENCIA

Early Childhood Multicultural Education
CATALOGUE COPY
Child Development Associate Credentia l Prepara tion Program
(20 credits)
~his p~eparation pr~gram ~s intended for persons currently wor king or
in~ending to w~rk with children from birth through a ge eight in early
childhood settings such as Head Start programs, child care centers and
family chi l d care homes, as teacher assistants in priva t e a nd public
preschools or as home visitors. The program prepares student s for the
national Child Development Associate (CDA) credential a ssessment
process administered by the Council for Early Childhood Professional
Recognition. Students must apply for assessment through t he direct
assessment route. The CDA credential, plus experi e nce, s a t isfies
requirements for director of a child care center as specified in the
New Mexico Child Care Facilities Licensing Regulations.
CORE CURRICULUM
ECME 105: Child ~rowth. and Development~ 0 bs..rvc.Jlu'v\. ~{ \Jo\.vo..\ (Li. l~
ECME 106: supervised P1eld Experience ( 1)
I Q
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 105
ECME 107: Learning Environments for the Early Years I (3)
ECME 108: Supervised Field Experience II (2)
note: to be taken concurrently wit h ECME 107
c.l~h
ECME 109: Lear:ning Environments1tfor tA:ediln}y=-1.tae..rs la: (3) Ec....-lJ
IA1
ECME 110: supervised Field Experience I I I (2 )
note: to' be taken concurrently wit h ECME 109
ECME 113: Guidance of the Young Child (3 )
ECME 117: working with Fami l ies and Communi t ies of Young Children
( 3)

NOTE: All credits earned in this program ma y be applied toward a
Certificate or an Associate of Arts degree in Ea r ly Childhood
Multicultural Education.
E..arly Childhood Multicultural Education certificate

(~ credits}

3<.o

This program in Early Childhood Multicultura l Educa tion provides
students with the knowledge and s k ills req~ired ~o.wor~ with c~ildren
from birth throught age eight a nd with t he ir f am i lies in a vari 7ty of
settings i ncluding child care c e nters, Head Start program~, famil~
child car
h ls and a s e a r l y childhood t eacher assistants in
e , presc oo
·
t ' f'
th
the public schools. This cert i fi cate , p ~us experie~ce, sa i~ ies
e
New Mexico Child care Facililti es Lic 7ns ing Regu lations requirements
for qualification as director of a c~i ld care center . The program .
addresses the seven general early childhood c ompentency areas.required
as partia l f ulfillment of the New Mexico Depart me~t of ~ducation .
licensure i n Early Childhood Mult icult~r~l Education (bir~h to third
grade). Al l course work for this cer tificate can be applied toward

@)
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the As~ociate of Arts deg:ee in Early Childhood Multicultural
Education. As part of this program student
·11
required f
th Ch'l
'
s wi
complete cou rses
or
e
i d Development Associate credential preparation .
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
ENG 101: Composition I: Exposition (3)
MATH 111: Math ~or Elementary and Middle School Teachers (3)
1 general elective course chosen from the following multicultural
courses:
ANTH 238: Cultures of the Southwest (3)
SOC 216: The Dynamics of Prejudice (3)
MUS ED 293: Multicultural Awareness Through Music
Skills (3)
<\J.J 11·i '. £r.j\ \C)~. ~~'"'·~ 11 - f\n~\ J~ 't l'\r~
CORE CURRICULUM
ECME 105: Child Growth and Development ( 3)
ECME 106: Supervised Field ExperienceI( l)
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 105
ECME 107: Learning Environments for the Early Years I (3) .
ECME 108: SUp9rvl sed Field :Experi eoce U fT2Y EC. ~~v.--... ~ (._),.-1
note: to b 7 taken.concurre t y ~~·t~
M~ 107
110: supervised. Pield Experience III- (2) Ge ?r... \\,u."" -:u,_
note: to be taken concurrently with ECME 109
Ly
I tECME 113: Guidance of the Young Child ( 3)
~.kY'
ECME 117: '[~~king with Familias.-and communities ot:-¥eung C h i . 1 4 ~

ECME 2 03. I11Li udaction to th,e Early Childhood Professions T2t,
p}!.'
.C i!Si@'i,
pq;,
~
,$1)''+
>J-.c/
lJ.£ML
~
, - ..
..._,J
l
J ',::::,"" ""' ~
NOTE: Each of the two, 2 credit field experience courses involves
working a total of 100 hours during the 16 week semester in an
~pproved early childhood setting. Students who are currently emp l oyed
in an early childhood program may complete one of the two field
experiences at their place of employment.

~--~--C
,

Jn. a

I

i Q &l.
1'
~
A..ssociate of Arts in Early childhood Multicultural Education
( 64 credits)
cQ:A IC

ISI

J

: ,nt9 vs~Q

DI
Y

I, -

This program in Early Childhood Multicultural Education is designed
for students who wish to work in the field or transfer to a four-year
college or university to complete a bachelor's degree in early
Childhood education child development, or a related field. The
baccalaureate progr~m in Early childhood Multicultural Education
o~fered at the university of New Mexic~'s Albuquerq~e campus lea~s to
~lcensure for teachers working with children from birth to age eight
ln classrooms that include children who are developing both typically
and.atypically. The Valencia campu~ ~ECME degree, p lu 7 experience,
sati~fies the requirements for qualifying ~s.a.cent 7r di~ector as
specified in the New Mexico child care Facilities .Licensing
~e~ulations. As part of this program, st~dents will ~omplete the
h1ld Development Associate (CDA) credential preparation courses. The
Program addresses the seven general early.childhood education .
competency areas required as partial fulfillment of the New Mexico
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Department of Education licensure in Early Childhood Multicultural
Education ( birth to third grade). To assure the best transit ion
students who plan to transfer to a four year program should work'
closely with a UNM-Valencia advisor and advisors from the institution
to which they plan to transfer.
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
English (6 hours)
ENG 101: Composition I: Exposition (3)
ENG 102: Composition II: Analysis and Argument (3)
Communication and Foreign Language (3 hours)
possibilities include: C&J 221, C&J 2 70 , LING 101, Spanish* or
sign language*
Math ( 3 hours)
MATH 111: Mathematics for Elementary and Middle Sch ool
Teachers (3)
Science
(8 hours)
8 credit hours in astronomy, botany, biology, chemistry, geology,
physics, zoology, or natural science and accompanying labs
Social and Behavioral Sciences (9 hours)
possibilities include: HIST 101, HIST 102, HIST 161, HIST 162,
HIST 260, anthropology, sociology
Fine Arts
(6 hours)
possibilities include: MUSIC ED 293 or 298, art history, art
studio
*-indicates a class that does not articulate into the ECME program at
UNM's main campus at this time
CORE CURRICULUM
ECME 105: Child Growth and Development ( 3)
ECME 106! Supervised Field Experience (1)
note: must be taken concurrently wi th ECME 105
ECME 107 : Learning Environments ~or the Early Years I (3)
~
ECME 108: sup0rvised Field ExperJ ence II ( 2) Eo.. rlf\r d J~(Y:),,l Pr()..~'-'""'- J_
note: must be taken concurrently with ECME' 107
ECME 109·: Learning Environments:lft:Gr the Early Years• (3)
ECME 110: s .u p0rvis0d Field Experienc0 III ( 2) ~u.., lj ~ \\~\..ol)J Pre..~~""'- J[
note: must be taken concurrently with ECME 109
ECME 113: Guidance of the Young Child (3) . .
.
ECME 11~: working with Families and Communities of Young Children
(3)
·
'
d
f
.
(
ECME 203: I t eduction to the Early Chi ldhoo Pro ess1.ons 4 )
ECME 205: I~d~vidual and Fami ly Divers ity ~3~
note: ECME 107 & ECME 109 ~re prerequisites
ECME 2o 7 : Diversity in Early Childhood Programs and Assessment
( 2)

.

.

note: ECME 107 & ECME 109 are prerequisites
NOTE:
Each of the two, 2 credit field experi ences course~ involves
Working a total of 100 hours duri ng the 16 week semester 1.n an
~PProved early childhood setting. students who are cu~ren~ly employed
.
1.n an
d
m may complete one, 2 credit field
1
exper1.·ear Y child~oo 1 prograf employment. Most credits earned in the
ence at their pace o

95S
AAECME are transferable to the University of New Mexico's
baccalaureate program in Early Childhood Multicultural Education.
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February 18, 1997

TO:
FROM:

Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee
Kris Warmoth, Chair--UNM Valencia Campus Curriculum
Committee \ ~
IN RE: Absence of a foreign language requirement for the
ECME program

Attached are program and course changes to the Early
Childhood Multicultural Education degree programs at our
campus. We were pleased to learn that the two campuses
worked together closely to ensure complete articulation of
the degrees.
·
One area of concern to our Curriculum Committee, however, is
the lack of a foreign language requirement in a
multi-cultural education program. We felt strongly enough
about this on our campus that we revised the original ECME
program general education requirements to include Spanish or
Sign as well as C&J and Linguistics in the Communications
area (knowing that neither of the courses would articulate
to the main campus degree program at this time).
We understand that your ECME faculty feel similarly about
the lack of the language requirement in the degree program,
and that the reason there is not one is that State
Department of Education does not require a foreign language
competency.
In order to address this serious programati c lack, the
Valencia campus curriculum CoIT11:1ittee.re911ests ~hat the main
campus Curriculum committee raise this issue with the
appropriate staff at the State Department of Education .
We appreciate your cooperation in pursu ing this issue.

cc: Guillermina Engelbrecht, College of Education

2 La Entt11da
Los Luna , M S'iU31

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

02 / 04/ 97

Date:

CIP CODE

Helen M. Zongolowicz

I 3. 11.,0~

Assigned b
Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

Dr . Chair

(505) 863- 7541

(Tille. position. telephone number)

BASS - UNM-Gal lup

:957

oouting (All four copies)
1. Dean of library Services (if neccessary)
2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate
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I
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I
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Cl)

n
Cl)
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Cl)

a.

(DeparlmenVOivision/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Mark appropriate Program:

This form is for __E
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Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

Name of New or Existing Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) - - - - - - - - -

Mark appropriate category

.- .NEW:

0

Degree
Typo

Major

REVISION OF:

Undergraduate
degree only

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Minor
Concentration

•o·

Certificate

Department

0

•

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available lrom the Provost's Office.

NAME CHANGE:

~

ll)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

~

0

Emphasis

DELETION:

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

~
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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(i)
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Cl)
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Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
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en

en

a.

See attached

0
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!3.
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

See attached

Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_ _
11 yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?
(attach statement)
Ettective Date of Proposed Change: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
R~;;r;;- ·-·oepartment Chairperson·- · - ~ er
,7

Signatures:

Dean of Library Services
CIRT (II necessary)

(If necessary)

l
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~
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· - · - · - · Year

/

·- ·-·-·oate·:- ·;7_;.-z ?j- ·-·-· -

.
'
~ · --------,..........--.,,{'.Tate: - - - - - , , - - - - _

College Curriculum Committee (It necessary) _:_~~....::::.3::g~:__:.:::;~~~:S,,...;;;~~.Date: --=-z-.=,;.:=4
~ 7:,..~<.....,7
£...~?c..__
College or School Faculty (II necessary)
Date: - - - - - - - - College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
Date: - - - - - - - FS Graduate Committee (II a p ~
Date:
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FS Curricula Committee
c
Date: ""3
Assoc. Provost for AcademicAffairsd::yVZ...-c"~ /;:.. UL / 1.L'-t,;..A,t._ Date:
Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _}_________ _ __ _ _
Date: - - - - - - - -
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Changes in the ECME Certificate Program

The ECME coordinators from the three Branch Campuses met with the coordinators of
the ECME BA program at UNM - A to discuss an articulation agreement. The proposed
changes in this certificate program would allow students to transfer all hours earned in this
certificate program to the AA and/or BA degree program. Thus branch campus students
would not be taking any non-transferable courses. This is a real step forward in the
articulation process. Students completing this certifcate will also have completed the
necessary course work for a CDA certificate.

For Students
Admitted Spring 1996
or Later

University of New Mexico-Gallup

EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTICULTURAL ED C TIO
CERTIFICATE
(37 credit hours)
DESCRIPTION: This certificate program in Early Childhood Multicultural Education is d ion d
for students who wish to work in this field or transfer to a two or four-year college or un iv rsity to
complete an Associate's or Bachelor's Degree in Early Childhood Education. As part of thi
ociat
certificate, students will complete the academic requirements for the Child Developm nt
(CDA) credential.

General Education Requirements: (15 credit hours)
ENG 101
ENG 102
MATH 111

Composition I: Exposition
Composition II: Analysis & Argument
Math for Elem/Mid School Teachers

(3)
(3)
(3)

Choose two (2) electives from the following multicultural cour e :
ANTH254
MUS ED298
PSYC 105
PSYC 109
soc 216

Cultures of the Southwest
Music for Elem. School
General Psychology
Coping with College
The Dynamics of Prejudice

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Early Childhood Core Curriculum Requirements: (22 credit hour )
ECME 105
ECME 106
ECME 107
ECME 108
ECME 110
ECME 113
ECME 204
ECME225

Child Growth & Development
Supervised Field Experience I*
Learning Environments/E.C.
Supervised Field Experience II
Language & Literacy Dev~lopment
Guidance of the Young Child
Assessing Young Children
Administering Programs Y.C.

*ECME 106 must be taken concurrently with ECME l O...
01/97 ece-crt2

(3)
(1)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

For Students
Admitted Spring 1996
or Later
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University of New Mexico-Gallup

EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTICULTURAL EDUCA TIO
CERTIFICATE
~redit hours) ~
~

.3(.o

DESCRIPTION: This certificate program in Early Childhood Multicultural Education is designed
for students who wish to work in this field or transfer to a two or four-year college or university to
complete an Associate's or Bachelor's Degree in Early Childhood Education. As part of this
certificate, students will complete the academic requirements for the Child Development As ociate
(CDA) credential.

General Education Requirements: (15 credit hours)
Composition I: Exposition
ENG 101
Composition II: Analysis & Argument
ENG 102
Math for Elem/Mid School Teachers
MATH 111
O\'\~li)
Choose ~·o (2) electives from the foil owing:
HIST 260
ANTH254
101
ART HIST 101
MUS ED298

soc

(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

History of the Southwest
Cultures of the Southwest
Introduction to Sociology
Introduction to Art
Music for Elem. School

7lF. c:J lf

Early Childhood Core Curriculum Requirements:

r

/

ECME 105
ECME 106
ECME 107
ECME 108
ECME 109
ECME113
ECME 117
ECME 203

01/97 ece-crt2

~credit hours)

Child ~t~!~ & Dev~lopment
Observiag Young Children
Learning Environments I
Early Childhood Practicum I
Learninu
Environments •
II
t,
Guidance of the Young Child
Working with Families & Communi~es
Intro to the Early Childhood Professaons

-

(3)
(1)
3)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(3)

fll~
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO-GALLUP
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTICULTURAL EDUCA TIO
DESCRIPTION: This program in Early Childhood Multicultural Education is deigned for
students who wish to work in this field or transfer to a four-year college or university to com pl tea
bachelor's degree in early childhood education, child development, or a related field. A part of thi
program, students will complete the Child Development Associate (CDA) credential preparation cour
This program addresses the seven general early childhood education competency area required as partial
fulfillment of the New Mexico Department of Education licensure in Early Childhood Education (birth to
third grade).

Degree Requirements 64 Total Credits
General Education (35 Hours)
Requirements

35 Cr dit

Communications/English Composition
English 101
Composition I: Exposition
English 102
Composition II: Analysis & Argument
Communications and Journalism 270:
Communication for Teachers
Mathematics for Elementary & Middle
School Teachers I

Science - Select two classes (8 credits)
Natural Science 261
Natural Science 262
Natural Science 293
Chemistry lllL
Biology 110
Biology l 12L

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Math
Math 111

(9)

Physical Science
Life Science
Environmental Science
Elements of General Chemistry
.
Biology for Non-majors
Biology Laboratory for Non-maJors

(3)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(1)

Social and Behavioral Science - Select three classes (9 credits)
History 101 or 102 Western Civilizatio~
~~~
Anthropology 237
Anthropology 238
Political Science 200
Sociology 101

Indians of New Mexico
Cultures of th~ ~outhwest
American Politics .
Introduction to Soc1ology

3

~3 ~

(3)

our

953
Fine Arts - Select two classes (6 credits)
Art H istory 101
Art H istory 151
Art Studio 121
Music Ed 298

Introduction to Art
Artistic Traditions of the Southwest
Two-dimensional Design
Music for the Elementary School

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Early Childhood Multicultural Education Core (29 Credits)
ECME 105
ECME 106
ECME 107
ECME 108
ECME 109
ECME 110
ECME 113
ECME 117
ECME203
ECME205
ECME207

Wp\ece-asco 02/04/97

Child Growth ~nd Development
Obsen-;Je'Y~ung Children
Learning Environments I
Early Childhood Practicum I
Learning Environments II
Early Childhood Practicum II
Guidance of Young Children
Working with Families and Communities
Intro to the Early Childhood Professions
Individual and Family Diversity
Diversity in Early Childhood Programs
and Assessment

5.1.,i<\. <-~
(3)
(1)
(3)
(2) (_
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(3)
(2)

0)

..

0

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO-GALLUP
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTICULTURAL ED UCATION

.

••

DESCRIPTION: This prog ram in Early Childhood Multicultural Education is designed for student w ho wi h to work in thi
field or transfer to a fou r-year college or university to complete a bachelor's degree in early childhood ed ucation, child
development, or a related field. As part of this program, students will complete the Child Development As oci te (CDA)
credential preparation courses. This program addresses the seven general early childhood education competency area
required as partial fulfillment of the New Mexico Department of Education licensure in Early Childhood Education (birth to
third grade). To assure the best transition, students who plan to transfer to a four year program should work clo ely with a
UNM-Gallup advisor and advisors from the institution to which they plan to transfer.
Degree Requirements 69 Total Credits
35 C redit Hour

General Education Requirements
Communications/English Composition
English 101
Composition I: Exposition
English 102
Composition II: Analysis & Argument
Communications and Journalism 270:
Communication for Teachers
Math
Mathematics for Elementary & Middle
Math 111
School Teachers I
Science
Natural Science 261
Natural Science 262

(9)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(8) .
Physical Science
Life Science

Social and Behavioral Science/Humanities
Psychology 105 General Psychology
History 101 OR 102
Western Civilization
Anthropology 237
Indians of NM OR
Anthropology 238
Cultures of the Southwest

(4)
(4)

(9)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(6)

Fine Arts
Art History 101
Intro to Art
Art Studio 121 Two-dimensional Design OR
Art 151
Artistic Traditions of the Southwest

(3)
(3)

28 C redit Hour
Early Childhood Multicultural Education Core

/ C"1 ·
J( v

t ) //

ECME 105
ECME 106
ECME 107
ECME 108
ECME 110
ECME 112
ECME 113
ECME 117 .
ECME203
ECME204

Child Growth and Development
.
Field Experience I
Learning Environments for Young Children
Supervised Field Experience II
Language and Literacy Development
Health, Nutrition, and ~afety
Guidance of Young Children
..
Working with Families and Commu~1hes
Intro to the Early Childhood Professions
Assessing Young Children

(3)
(1)
(3)
(3)
~~ ~
(3) (2) ' - .
t: '-M 'L !lo
(3)
~L
(3)
(-')
.
(3) i~~

tc~.;.Q_

6 C redit Hour

Electives Chose 6 Credits from the following:
BT
151T
ECME225
ECME207
ECME210
ECME215
ECME220

Wp\ece-asco O1/27/97

. E ly Childhood Education
Computers ID ar
b.ld
Administering Programs for Young. C I ren
Developing Creativity~ Young Children
Supervised Field Expenence ID .
E ar Iy Childhood Special Education
.
Teaching Young Children ID a
Multicultural Classroom

(3)
(3)
(3) (3)
(3)
(3)

_. i-_.,_ ___ 1
~ L
.:.,. ~ u . ~ / '-'cv 2.

.:..-~

, ~

~ -i'
I
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The University of New Mexico
College of Education
Office of the Dean
Al buquerque, NM 8713 1- 123 I
Telephone (505) 277-223 J
FAX (505) 277-8427

March 5, 1997
To:

Henry Shapiro, Chair, Curriculum Committee

From:

Peggy j. Blackw~ of Education

About:

Issues Related to the Valencia Campus

I appreciate your sharing your recommendations about the need for a
"foreign" language. While I concur that we need study of a language
other than English for prospective teachers, as Richard van Dongen's
recent memo to you indicates, it'~ not simple; at the risk of repeating
some of the points he made, let me elaborate.
Teacher Education -- all programs -- are governed by the State Board of
Education in New Mexico. A Board-appointed body, the Professional
Standards Commission, is responsible for reviewing and recommending
state accreditation of any and all teacher, administrator, and counselor
education programs. The State has approved such programs at each of
the four-year schools in New Mexico. It is our responsibility, as a
national and state accredited program, to articulate with two-year
schools. It is their responsibility to adhere to the approved program
requirements.
In the mid-80s the New Mexico Legislature approved Senate Bill 106,
which sets specific requirements for study in higher education for any
prospective teacher in New Mexico. It is not that we, or the State
Board, do not require a specific course. It is that the Legislature has
legislated curriculum for teachers. The point of this is to say that no
institution of higher education can dec~de independ~ntly what ~he
curriculum for a prospective teacher will be ~nd dec1d~ to require
courses accordingly. Instead, we all are required to abide by the law; to
fail to do so places our accreditation in jeopardy.

~66
This holds true for all licenses (grade level) and for all add-on
endorsements in a particular content field. This is why I am
increasingly concerned about the lack of governance around courses
offered by the branches, Continuing Education, and UNM North -courses that students often assume apply toward license or
endorsement that in fact do not and cannot apply. I have asked our
College's curriculum committees to bring forward policy
recommendations by May 1 regarding these issues.
Also, I will speak with Sam Vigil, chair of the House Education
Committee and member of the Legislative Education Study Committee,
about reconsideration of Senate Bill 106 following the completion of
the current session. The Colleges of Education were successful last
year in proposing legislation to modify the substance of SB 106, only
to have the governor veto it.
I appreciate your interest and support for working with the College to
continue to improve the standards and quality of teacher education.
xc:

Richard van Dongen
Guillermina Engelbrecht

@)
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Office of Associate Provost for Research/
Dean of Graduate Studies
Scholes Hall, Rm. 227 A
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1001
Telephone (505) 277-6128
FAX (505) 277-5271
FROM:

Nasir Ahmed, Interim Associate Provost for Research~

TO:

Bernard Moret, Chair, Research Policy Committee

COPY TO:

William Gordon, Provost and VP for Academic Affairs
Beulah Woodfin, President, Faculty Senate
Vivian Valencia, University Secretary

RE:

Interim Policy for Centers and Institutes at the University of New Mexico

DATE:

March 26, 1997

This is a follow-up to our meeting this morning with Beulah. Attached is the interim policy
document that is to be presented to the Faculty Senate during the May meeting.
Please contact me if you should have any questions. Thank you.

xc:
t Margaret Gonzales (file)
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INTERIM POLICY
FOR
CENTERS AND INSTITUTES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
I.

Background

The 1:J'niversity of _New ~exico (UNM) has recently formulated a strategic plan. Details related
to this were published m the September 1995 edition of CAMPUS NEWS entitled "UNM
Strategic Plan: The University of New Mexico's Vision for the Year 2000".
'
'
A goal of the UNM Strategic Plan is that UNM will establish itself as a "superior national
research university". It is reasonable to ask the question, "why should UNM be a superior
national university?".
Superior research programs attract superior faculty and superior students, which constitute the
heart of the university. These students and faculty perform research that enhances the visibility
and reputation of the university. Research is about creating new knowledge. The core mission
of a university is to preserve, transmit and create knowledge. Therefore research has a positive
direct impact on the overall intellectual level of the institution, and the undergraduate curriculum.
UNM has several unique characteristics that should be used to achieve the goal that it will
establish itself as a superior national university:
a. It is a Research I University, in that it satisfies the following criteria: offers a full
range of baccalaureate programs; is committed to graduate education through the
doctoral degree; and gives high priority to support research; receives annually at least
$ 40M in federal support; and awards at least 50 Ph.D. degrees each year.
b. It is classified as a minority institution.
c. It is one of only seven universities in the nation that is a minority institution as well as
a Research I University.
d. It is committed to being a "University for the Americas".
e. National and federal laboratories are neighbors and partners in a number of research
alliances.

f. Existence of and interactions with key private, local, and state organizations, such as
the Santa Fe Institute.
g. It is associated with the Science and Technology Corporation (STC), whose main
role is to license selected patents awarded to UNM researchers.
h. It is committed to providing education leadership ~ough the developme~t and
dissemination of research, that will contribute to the unprovement of education sectors
at all levels.
Centers and institutes that are identified as "University Ce~ters/I.nstitutes~' ~hould be designed to
provide infrastructures that harness some of the above u~ique charactensncs of UNM. At ~e
same time they should help develop cooperati~e strategies. that enable U~ to carry out its
education/research/service missions in a producnve and efficient way, by shanng resources.
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According to ~e UNM ~acultr Handbook (Edition 10/1/90, p. A-23), "the primary role of the
Res~arc~ Poltcy Co~mee LS. to enc~urage and support research and its funding at che
Umverslty of"_l':ew Mexz~o", and its functions include "initiating,formulating and recommending
research pollctes regarding sponsored and unsponsored research." The Committee also has a
rol~ in m~ng r~commendati~:ms.with respect to ''formulating policy regarding the establishment,
ma1or modificatzon, or temunanon of research centers, bureaus, institutes, and other relaied
organizations."
Thus, it is the joint responsibility of the Research Policy Committee (RPC) and the
Administration to periodically review both the mission and funding structure of "university
centers/institutes". In this regard, a representative of the Administration is the Associate Provost
for Research (APR), since the position of "Vice President for Research" cited in the U {
Faculty Handbook (Edition 10/1/90, p. A-23) has been eliminated.
The motivation for this document is to provide an interim policy for creating, classifying,
funding, reviewing and terminating centers/institutes at UNM in a systematic way. The term
"university center" or "university institute" in this document encompasses additional units at
UNM, such as bureaus and related organizations, whose directors report to the Provost (or
designee).
Ideally, no center/institute should compete with academic units for funding or other resources,
but instead add to the ability of academic units to accomplish their missions. A major purpose of
centers/institutes is to expand and enhance research opporru.ni_ties ~ ways that are not readily
accessible within existing departmental or college/school admirustrauve structures.
All intellectual property developed by a center{mstitute will be governed according to UNM' s
intellectual property policies.

The main focus of this interim policy is on centers/institutes. bureaus and related organizan·ons
associated with the Main Campus.

II.

Classification of Centers/Institutes

The University recognizes three categories o~ centers{mstitutes ~s depicted in Fig~e 1. In
keeping with the philosophy of enco~ra¥"1ng growth of diverse centers/insotutes, ~ e
configuration in Figure 1 allows a center/~s~tut~ to move from o~e c~tegory t? ~other, as its
funding and/or mission change; this aspect 1s indicated by the notaoon <----> m Figure 1.
11

This classification accommodates centers/institutes whose missions span rese'.11"ch,_education
training, and service objectives at the college/school level, and as well as the Umvers1cy level.
Details related to the three categories identified in Figure 1 are discussed in what follows.

1.

Category J: College/School Centers/Institutes
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Figure 1. Classification of centers/institutes
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a.

Increase interdisciplinary activity within a college/school.

b.

Enhance quality and productivity of college/school faculties.

C.

Are compatible with the teaching, research, and service missions of a
college/school.

9? £f

EstCfh_lishment of t~se centers/institutes ~oes not require approval by the RPC. The fmal
d~c1sion to crea~e this ~lass of centers/i~sututes is made by the pertinent deans, in consultation
with the r~s~ecuv~ chairs and faculty, us~ng procedur_es that are in consort with the above criteria
for estabhshm.g this category of c~nters/msu~tes. Directors of centers/institutes in this category
report t? ~rtment deans (or designees) with respect to operational and fiscal issues of the
centers/mstltutes.

Approval from the Provost (or designee) is required if start-up fundina (or other resources such
as sp~ce) are needed fro?1 the Administration. An existing centerlinsti~te in this category C(1J1 be
termma~ed by. the pertinent dean(s) for fiscal or other reasons, after consultations with rhe
respective chairs and the Provost (or designee).

2.

Category II:

University Centers/Institutes

1f1ere may .be cases where planned research, educ~tion, trainin~,. and. service activities span
di~fe~ent umts at UNM, to the extent that the operauon and admimstranon of a center(mstitute
within .colleges/schools would hamper its productivity. This category addresses such needs. A
~enter/institute director reports to the Provost (or designee) with respect to operational and fiscal
issues of the center/institute.
Criteria for establishing centers/institutes in this category are that they:
a.

Strengthen the overall ability of the University to accomplish its mission with
respect to research, education, training, and service.

b.

Promote interaction of different units from several colleges/schools; that is,
interaction that would not occur without a center/institute.

c.

Although not a necessary criterion, this category of centers/institutes may also
enable the University to take advantage of opportunities announced by funding
agencies, such as the National Science Foundation, Department of Defense,
Department of Energy, National Aeronautics Space Administration, and so on.

f!stablishment of center/institute in this category requir~s positive recorr:nzendation b~ t~ RPC,
zn consultation with and letters of support from the pertinent deans, chazrs, and/or unzt directors.
The final decision to create a University Center/Institute is made by the Provost (or designee).
Cen_terslinstitutes in this category should be ~~signed to ~~fi~?ncially self-sustaining. on _a steady
baszs, following an initial start-up phase. Self-sus~ai~mg me.an~ that a center/msnrute can
?~e.rate with resources it acquires (generates). ~egouauons for m~ect cost (IDC) return .and
initial start-up funding shall involve _all parnes conc~rned (chairs, deans, center(lilsnrute
representatives), and the Provost (or des1gnee).
·

Sufficient IDC funds generated by cent~rs/institutes in this. c~tegory cou~d be a mean~ _by which
they are self-sustaining. There may be instances where this 1s .n~t poss1b_le, and addin<:mal IDC
funds and/or resources of the University are necess~. to subs1d1ze certain centers/insutu~e~. In
this regard, the RPC has the responsibility of rev~e~mg annual bud¥ets of such subs1d1zed
centers/institutes every other year, and then pr?v1di~g recom_mendaoons to the Pr?vost _(or
designee) on maintaining/changing~~ !evel of University finan~~al support to such umts. Fmal
budgetary decisions are the respons1btl1ty of the Provost (or desionee).
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All tenured or tenure-track faculty as well as research faculty associated with a center/mstitute
should be members of an academic department, with all the rights and privileges of other faculty.
Tenured or te_nure-track faculty must ~ave clearly defmed academic responsibilities that will
ensure a merging of goals of the center/mstitute and the mission of UNM. Promotion and tenure
decisions still are the responsibility of the pertinent chairs, deans, and Provost (or designee).
An existing Category II center/institute may be terminated by the Provost (or designee) for fiscal
reasons. If crit~ria for establishing a center/institute are no longer being satisfied by a unit, the
Provost (or des1gnee) shall consult the RPC and the pertinent deans, before terminating it

Each Category II center/institute will be reviewed by the RPC every four years.
Recommendations that result from such reviews will be submitted by the RPC to the Provost (or
designee).

3.

Category III: Strategic Research Emphasis (SRE) Centers

This category of centers is designed to enable UNM to develop research emphasis in areas of
strategic significance. It is expected that there will be relatively very few centers in this category,
and that the areas they represent encompass several academic disciplines. Such centers should
also have the potential of evolving into "centers of research excellence". Center directors report to
the APR with respect to operational and fiscal issues of the center. Criteria for establishing a
center in this category include:
a. Involvement of a critical mass of core research faculty.
b. Is designed to contribute to the researc.h mission of UNM! and has s~me ~olid
foundation in the overall scope of academic program emphasis at the Uruversity.
c. Recognition of independence from any particular aca?~mic unit, but ~aving ~lose
affiliation with more than one college/school, and the ability to promote mteracuons of
several colleges/schools.
d. A research focus broad enough to have success without being dependent on a single
source of external funding.
e. An excellent track record of successful funding from multiple sources.

f. Prior operation as a Category I or II center/institute, although there may be rare
exceptions in this regard.
g. Js financially self-sustaining after a start~up period, and is capab.le of generating at
least $ 250K of JDC funds on a steady basis (e.g., a three-year rolling average).
h. Has a detailed viable management plan for its operation.
T

bl. h
h
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Each _e stablished center. mu.st provide_ an Annual Report to the APR. Part of this report must
e~pl~ how the center is still addressing the research mission of UNM, in terms of funding and
direction.
~ tho:ough review of. each center will be conducted every

six years by an external review team
m which the center will prepare a self-study and a strategic plan. This review will be coordinated
by the RPC, which will report its finding to the Faculty Senate and the Provost (or designee).

The APR working with the pertinent deans and center directors will establish IDC return schemes
to SRE centers. To start with, allocations from the APR to centers will consist of two
components: a "base component" to support the center's operation; and a "pa.rmership
component", which fosters a partnership between the center, colleges/schools, departments, and
faculty. The current base and partnership components are 64% and 14%, respectively, of the
three-year IDC rolling average generated by a center.
An existing SRE center may be terminated by the Provost (or designee) for fiscal reasons. If
criteria for establishing it are no longer being satisfied by the unit, the Provost (or designee) may
terminate the center, after consulting with the RPC and the pertinent deans.

III.

Classification

In the light of these new guidelines, the RPC . rec~:munends (to th<? Ad~stration) an iru"tial
classification of the three categories of centers/institutes as summarized m Tables 1 through 3,
effective July 1, 1997. It is important to note that this initial classification is restricted to
centers/institutes on the Main Campus.
IV.

Concluding Remarks

The following action items are recommended in the light of the guidelines presented in this
document.
1. Adopt this document (or a revised version) and implement it effective July 1, 1997; i.e., the
beginning of the next fiscal year.
2. Encourage deans to review· all Category I ~enters/institutes on a regular basis (e.g., every
four years), and publicize the results of such reviews.
3. Define a working group to represent the Administration and. the R?C t? dev~lop schedules
and procedures for reviewing all Category II and III centers{msututes idennfied m Tables 2 and
3, starting July 1, 1997.
•
time it is implemented in July
4 . "F"me tune " th"is d ocumen t over a pen·od of two years from the drn"
·
· ) hil d ·
1997. Feedback should be obtained from all parties (facul~y and a 1mstranon w ~ omg so.
A
1· f
t s/"nstiruces can then be submitted to the Faculty Senate m 1999 for
d d
h UNM Board of Regents
permanent po icy or cen er 1
further discussion and adoption, and then forwar e to t e
·
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Table 1
Category I: College/School Centers/Institutes

Unit

College/School

American Indian Law Center, Inc. (an independent corporation)
Artificial Muscle Research Institute
Bureau of Educational Planning and Development
Center for Academic Programs and Support
Center for Advanced Studies
Center on Aging
Center for the American West
Center for Autonomous Control Engineering
Center for Education Policy
Center for Family and Community Partnership
Center for Global & Environmental Technologies
Center for Research·Development
Center for Southwest Research
Center for Technology & Education
Economic Development Communication Office
Feminist Research Institute
Institute for Astrophysics
Institute for Environmental Education
Institute for Meteoritics
Institute for Native American Development
Institute for Organizational Communication
Institute for Public Law:

Close ties to the School of Law
School of Engineering
College of Education
General Library
College of Arts & Sciences
University College
College of Ans & Sciences
School of Engineering
College of Education
College of Education
School of Engineering
College of Architecture & Planning
General Library
College of Education
College of Arts & Sciences
College of Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
College of Architecture & Planning
College of Ans & Sciences
University College
College of Arts & Sciences
School of Law

Center for Arts and Society
Center for Environmental Law and Policy
Center for Health Law and Ethics
Rozier E. Sanchez Judicial Education Center
Center for the Study and Resolution of Disputes
Center for Wildlife Law

Institute for Public Policy
Institute for Social Research
Institute for Space & Nuclear Power Studies
International Transboundary Center
International Water Resources Administration
Latin American Programs in Education
Natural Resources Center
New Mexico Center for Particle Physics
New Mexico Engineering Research Insti~ute
New Mexico Research and Study Council
Manufacturing Engineering Training & Tech Center
Multicultural Education Center
Tamarind Institute
Training & Research Institute for Plastics
U.S. - Mexico Law Institute
U.S. - Japan Center

College of Arts & Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
School of Engineering
School of Law
University College
College of Education
School of Law
College of Arts & Sciences
School of Engineering
College of Education
School of Engineering
College of Education
College of Fine Arts
School of Engineering
School of Law
School of Engineering
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Table 2
Category II: University Centers/Institutes
Unit

Unit director reports to
the following individual
in the Office of the
Provost with respect to
operational and fiscal
issues

APR

Center for Radioactive Waste Management (CeRaM)
Institute for Applied Research Services:

Lee Zink
Lee Zink
LeeZink
Lee Zink

Bureau of Business and Economic Research (BBER)
Division of Government Research
Earth Data Analysis Center (EDAC)

Technology Assistance Office (TAO)
Latin American Institute (LAI)
Research Institute for Assistive & Training Technologies (RIATT)
Southwest Hispanic Research Institute
Spanish Colonial Research Center
Systemic Initiatives in Mathematics & Science Education
Microelectronics Research Center

Richard Holder
APR
To be determined
Richard Holder
To be determined
APR

Table 3
Category ID: Strategic Research Emphasis Centers
Center

Center director reports to
the following individual
in the Office of the
Provost with respect to
operational and fiscal
issues

Center for Alcohol Substance Abuse & Addictions (CASAA)
Center for High Technology Materials (CHTM)
Center for Micro-Enaineered Materials (CMEM)
High Performance C~mputing Education and Research Center (HPCERC)

APR
APR
APR
APR

,I
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MAR l 8 '\997

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Telephone:
Home : 299-6701

March I, 1997

Ms. Vivian Valencia
University of New Mexico
Scholes Hall IO l
Albuquerque, NM 87131-3386
Dear Ms. Valencia:

I
I

I apologize for the delay in responding to your letter concerning the science benchmark standards adopted by the State
Board of Education. I must point out that the state board position is a VO LUNTARY, NON-SALARIED, twelvemonth-a-year, twenty-hour-day job with no summer breaks, and I am my own secretary. My correspondence has to be
worked in between state board meetings, board committee and task force meetings, attendance at numerous
conferences and conventions, phone calls from the public, and parent and faculty meetings in my district, in addition to
my personal activities, occupations and life.
I have been a very strong voice for many years on the state board against teaching creation in the public schools. I have
never advocated, nor have I requested, the teaching of creation in New Mexico's public schools and do not now.
I would also like to point out that the composition of the State Board of Education is majority educators, presently
employed in public education or recently retired, with one member a University of New Mexico professor. I can
emphatically promise that you would not find "the agenda of a group of religious dogmatists," or "bigotry and
prejudice... including religious intolerance," that the state board decision was "motivated by a desire to pander to
religious bigots or ignorance," that the "act fosters the agenda of a group of religious dogmatists," "a group of
religionists," "pressures of the Religious Right," and "zealots" among the members of the board as indicated in letters
of criticism sent to me by several individuals.
The words "creation" and "religion" were never mentioned in the hours and hours of discussion at the board meeting
(actually, over two days). The delay in adoption was not due to "religious beliefs" as one board member falsely
reported to the media, but because the proposed standards were vague, poorly written, contained misspelled words,
redundancies and numerous errors of fact and information. We believe they were unacceptable for New Mexico's
school chi ldren. The draft was returned to the task force for additional input and re-writing. The task force was
composed entirely of science teachers from throughout the state and the final draft reflected the input of many
educators and practicing sc ientists in New Mexico.
The state board did not eliminate the study of evolution and did not sanction the inclusion of creationism. Evolution
has never been included in New Mexico's Educational Standards.
The benchmark standards are very broad, general guidelines. The curriculum, to be taught will be developed at the
district level, which reflects my strong belief in local autonomy. I am certain that science teachers in ew Mexico will
continue to teach evolution as they always have.

The cience tandards were only one part of a three-part document, encompassing 39 content standards and 503
ben hm rk standards for Language Arts, Mathematics and Science.
In I , the egi lature passed school reform laws and charged the state board with developing essential competencies
for student grades K-8 and exit competencies required for high school graduation. Neither of these mention evolution
required cience content. In 1992, there was concern that too much specificity was being mandated by the state so
the t te b ard ad pted broad curriculum frameworks from which local districts were to develop local curriculum.
!though most I al communities chose to include the teaching of evolution within their schools, no specific mention
of e e lution wa made within the state board's curriculum frameworks.
The tale Board of ducation strongly supports ·the concept of local autonomy. Districts will use these standards as a
br ad guideline to guide district level curriculum development that will reflect the needs of their community. The local
di trict will determine how and when to address the specific content standards with benchmarks. Nothing precludes a
ci1s1r1ct f rom expanding the body of knowledge to meet tht:tir Luca/ needs. The standards merely allow the freedom of
di cu ion, if de ired, of other theories as students have reported they have been forbidden to discuss other theories
because of the e tablishment of religion clause. This allows freedom of discussion, of question, of curiosity. ls this
objection ble to you? Do you prefer limiting discussion?
I m concerned about students learning to think critically. The availability of information on science and many other
areas is vast and is readily available to children from many different sources. The state board acknowledges this and
chall nges children, with the support of their families, to understand the differing perspectives relative to science
content.
everal content standards and benchmarks exist at the K-4, 5-8 and 9-12 level that allow for the development of a strong
knowledge base in the more widely accepted scientific concepts and principles (see enclosed chart--you will notice the
science content standard 4, benchmark 9-12, does specify the expectation of inclusion of evolution, as well as exposure
to other theories of biological origins). The 9-12 benchmark asks districts to incorporate a scientific analysis of theories
of biological origin within their local curriculum acknowledges the broad knowledge base of children at this point in
time. It is introduced in the latter part of the student's K-12 school career when they are most capable of using their
existing scientific knowledge base to evaluate other "non-scientific" explanations of biological origins. Specific
scientific facts such as the age of the earth are examples of performance standards and further detail regarding theories
of biological origin will be included in the draft performance standards scheduled for development this year.
You may have received letters purporting to represent me and referencing my name. Whenever there is a controversial
issue heavily reported by the media I share the concerns pro and con, with parent and teacher groups in my district. I
do not delegate my responsibilities and no one represents me in any way whatsoever.
I ha e de oted 37 years as a volunteer parent active at the local state and national levels (was elected Western Area
Director and served on the Board of Directors for the ational Association of State Boards of Education) for the
improvement of education and high expectations for our students. Please believe that I would never support anything
v hich would adversely affect the education of ew Mexico's children.
I hope I have adequately responded to your concerns. If you need further information, please do not hesitate to contact
me again.
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Students will know and understand
properties or Earth Science

Students will

Students will

Students will:

recognize that fossils provide a record
of animals and plants that lived long
ago and evidence about the nature of
the environment at that time.

explain how fossils are formed and
how fossils provide evidence of the
complexity and diversity of life over
time.

use fossil and other evidence to
investigate how the earth has changed
or remained constant.

demonstrate awareness of living
things:

use information about living things
i~cluding:

apply information about living things
to themselves and the world around
them including:

•

•

10
Students will know and understand
the characteristics that are the basis
for classifying organisms.

as similar within species but
unique as individuals.

•

Students will understand the
physical world through the
concepts of change, equlllbrium,
and measurement.

the role of heredity and
environment in the characteristics
of individual organisms, and
that small difference between
offspring and parents may
accumulate in succeeding
generations and may or may not
be advantageous for the species.

relate the contributions of extemaJ
and intemaJ forces to change in the
form and function of objects,
organisms, and natural systems.

•

•

how changes in DNA can result
in the mutation of an organism,
and
apply the concepts of natural
selection and genetic mutation to
understand the diversity of living
things.

perform a critical scientific analysis
of theories of biological origin based
on direct observations, investigations
or historical data that accounts for the
present fonn and function of objects,
organisms, and natural systems.

o develop a coherent analysis of evolution theory as stated in content standards with benchmarks 9-12, #6, students will need the foundations set
forth in the preceding standards. Further delineation of the expectations will come in the development of performance standards which will
ddress the critical thinking and scientific investigation skills students wilJ need to achieve the bcnchm
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21, 1997

Ms. Millie Pogna
State Board of Education
Albuquerque District 2
1808 Propps NE
Albuquerque:, New Mexico 87112

Oc:ar Ms. Pogna:

Since the State Board of Education adopted the Content Standards with Benchmarks for Science, I have responded to
a few reoccurring questions regarding the Science Content Standards with Benchmarks. I would like to share these
questions and my responses with you.
Question: Was the topic of evolution ever mentioned in the Competency Frameworks?
I. The Competency Frameworks (amendment 3 to SBE regulation 90-2 - Standards for Excellence) has provided
districts with a "road map" in the development of their local curriculum and ultimately the achievement of the
Standards for Excellence. However, the Competency Frameworks never made reference to evolution.
Question: What have teachers in New Mexico done in the past when it comes to teaching about evolution?
1. While the SBE and the SOE never ma.de reference to the teaching of evolution in the Competency Frameworks or
their predecessor - The Elementary Competency Guide For Grades 1-8, I believe most Science teachers in New
Mexico have been teaching the principles and concepts that attempt to explain the observations and scientific
data related to the topic of evolution .
Question: Why did the SBE exclude the word "evolution" from the Science Content Standard with Benchmarks?
I.
The Science Content Standards with Benchmarks do not make specific reference to any scientific theories
within the document
2.
The theory of evolution and numerous other scientific theories arc supported by the principles and concepts that
seek to explain observations and the scientific data that people have identified over time.
(Please refer to the attached matrix that identifies the specific content standards and benchmarks that directly
support the teaching of Darwinian Evolution as icnown today.)
These answers provided clarification for those individuals I spoke with regarding the Science Content Standards with
Benchmarks.
If you have any questions or comments I can be reached at 827-6677.

~£~~
Science Consultant
Enclosure

xc:

Albert Zamora
Paula Sass Donnelly
Toni Trujillo
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